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Summary
This thesis is the result of combining Semantic Web technologies (Ontology
modeling/building), Data management (FAIR Principles) and exploration of biological
data per se (plant-pathogen interactions / RNA Metabolism Evolution).
The work and results of this thesis are divided on three main chapters. The first
chapter (3.1) addresses the in silico evolutionary study we performed on the
transcriptional and polyadenylation machineries in the fungal kingdom. Being both of
them key processes involved the maturation of pre-mRNAs, we decided to analyze the
complete ortholog/paralog network of the participant proteins, as well as wholeprotein domain conservation studies. We found a significant number of proteins and
domains not conserved among different taxonomic groups, with some proteins being
exclusively present in some fungal clusters. Particularly, species belonging to the
Microsporidia phylum present the lowest level of conservation.
The second chapter (3.2) focuses on describing the complete modeling and
construction of the Plant-Pathogen Interactions Ontology (PPIO), a formal ontological
model that represents the entity-relationships that hold within the plant-pathogen
knowledge domain. We based the PPIO modeling in grounded biological principles and
recommended good practices in ontology building, and our intention is make it a core
resource for reuse by the plant research community. In this chapter we also discuss
the merge of the PPIO with the resulting ontology of chapter 3.3, as well as the steps
taken to make the ontology fulfill the FAIR principles of data management and
publication.
The work described in the third chapter (3.3) deals with the transformation workflow
of a relevant host-pathogen related database (PHI-base) and the datasets from chapter
3.1 to a form that firmly adheres to each of the FAIR Principles. The PHI-base-to-FAIR
transformation work, called Semantic PHI-base, was published in the form of an article
in the Frontiers in Plant Science Journal, being first public data repository designed to
be fully compliant with the spirit of the FAIR data principles.
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Resumen
Esta tesis es el resultado de combinar tecnologías de la Web Semántica
(Modelado/construcción de ontologías), manejo y publicación de datos (principios
FAIR) y exploración de datos biológicos per se (interacciones planta-patógeno /
Evolución del Metabolismo de ARN).
El trabajo y los resultados de esta tesis están divididos en tres capítulos. El primer
capítulo (3.1) se centra en el estudio in silico de evolución sobre las maquinarias de
transcripción y poliadenilación del reino de los hongos. Siendo ambos procesos vitales
en la maduración del ARN, decidimos analizar y comparar todas las redes de
ortólogos/parálogos de las proteínas que intervienen, así como realizar estudios en
masa de conservación de dominios proteicos. Hemos encontrado un número
significativo de proteínas y dominios no conservados entre los diferentes grupos
taxonómicos. Las maquinarias de ARN de las especies pertenecientes al filo
Microsporidia son las que presentan un grado de conservación bajo. Esta aproximación
in silico sugiere que algunos componentes podrían ser exclusivos de algunos grupos de
hongos.
En el segundo capítulo (3.2), describo el modelado completo y la construcción de la
Plant-Pathogen Interactions Ontology (PPIO), una plataforma de carácter ontológico
en el que representamos las relaciones entre entidades que se describen en área de
conocimiento de las relaciones planta-patógeno. Hemos basado el modelado de PPIO
en fundamentos biológicos asentados, así como en prácticas recomendadas en la
construcción de ontologías; nuestra intención es hacer de PPIO un recurso clave que
pueda ser usado por la comunidad investigadora vegetal. En este capítulo también
discutimos la fusión de PPIO con la ontología resultante del capítulo 3.3, así como los
pasos que seguimos hasta conseguir que la ontología cumpla con los principios FAIR de
publicación y manejo de datos.
El trabajo descrito en el tercer capítulo (3.3) aborda la transformación de una base de
datos relevante en el campo de la interacción huésped-patógeno (PHI-base) y de los
resultados obtenidos en el capítulo 3.1, con el objetivo de que se adhieran a los
principios FAIR comentados anteriormente. La transformación de PHI-base a FAIR,

xxii

denominado como Semantic PHI-base, ha sido publicada en forma de artículo en la
revista Frontiers in Plant Science, siendo el primer ejemplo de repositorio de datos
públicos diseñado para cumplir los principios FAIR.
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1. GENERAL
INTRODUCTION
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This thesis spans two primary disciplines: molecular/evolutionary plant pathology
informatics, and formal data and knowledge representation.
I.

The first half of this introduction will address the global population of
fungal plant pathogens and its relevance to Spain, as well as a review of
some of the most crop-harmful fungal species. It will also address briefly
the evolutionary history of the fungal kingdom, along with an
exhaustive description of their transcription and polyadenylation
machineries.

II.

The second half will provide a high-level overview of the formal
knowledge representation and semantics that are used to structure and
integrate the existing and novel data within this thesis. First, we will
examine the languages and frameworks that comprise the World Wide
Web Consortium’s “Semantic Web” technologies, and how these can be
used to structure knowledge in ways that are distinct from traditional
databases. We will then further explore how this knowledge can be
applied to achieve the goals of the emergent FAIR Data initiative namely, that scholarly data and knowledge should be Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.

1.1.

The impact of plant pathogenic organisms

Agricultural crops are expected to increase significantly their yield worldwide, in order
to fulfill the food demand of the growing human population. According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), between the 2014-2016
periods around 800 million people suffered from undernourishment. Developing
countries account for the majority of food shortage, with a total of 780 million
undernourished people. Certain regions like China and India, however, have seen their
prevalence of undernourishment (PoU) percentage fall up to the 12.9 percent.
Moreover, FAO international commitments to weed out world hunger have been
almost fulfilled, like the ones reported in (1). Regardless of these achievements, food
security related topics are still crucial in international policy meetings. A series of
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factors are known to be an obstacle towards the eradication of hunger worldwide, like
the constantly elevated pricing of food and energy, the abandonment of agricultural
soils and practices, economic factors like the global economic recessions, as well as
environmental and climatic alterations. Beyond these considerations, both abiotic and
biotic stresses are an important barrier to overcome. Every year an important part of
global crops is loss due to plant diseases. Development of resistant crops lies on the
basis of comprehending host-pathogen interactions (2, 3) and how to apply this
knowledge to help improving agricultural approaches. Natural plant pathogens have
been discovered within viruses, bacteria, nematodes, protozoans, oomycetes and
fungi.
According to both its economic and scientific relevance, the Tobacco Mosaic
Virus (TMV) is the “model” virus, since its first formal discovery in 1898 by Martinus
Beijerinck and the posterior contributions of important virology researchers. Apart
from TMV, other pathogenic viruses like the thrips-transmitted single-stranded RNA
Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus (TSWV) or the extensively studied Cucumber Mosaic Virus
(CMV) are considered among the top ten plant viruses (4). The bacterial kingdom
presents a wide range of plant pathogenic genera, like the well-known Pseudomonas
syringae pathovars aggrupation, the broad-host range Ralstonia solanacearum or the
fire blight disease causing bacteria Erwinia amylovora (5).
Regarding nematodes, more than 25,000 species have been described, of which
approximately 4000 are known to be harmful to plants, causing devastating crops
losses estimated at several billion dollars per year. Among the most important genera
we can find the obligate plant parasitic root-knot Meloidogyne genus, the obligate
biotrophic cyst nematodes belonging to the Heterodera and Globodera genera and the
Pratylenchus genus, that includes root damaging species like P. thornei, P. zeae or P.
coffeae (6).
The protozoan genus Phytomonas contains some reported pathogenic species
like Phytomonas staheli (causal agent of the coconut palm fatal wilt) and Phytomonas
leptovasorum (7), which inhabits and damages the phloem of coffee plants. Members
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of this genus have also been isolated from several other plant families, but
understanding the interaction between these hosts and Phytomonas is incomplete.
Oomycetes are known to be phylogenetically closer with brown and diatom
algae, all of them belonging to the Heterokontophyta phylum. Phylogenetic analysis
situated plant-pathogenic oomycetes as descendants of a common plant-parasitic
ancestor (8). Out of the first ten species, the Phytophthora genus is predominant (six
species out of ten), due to its economic relevance (9). The historical impact in the 19th
century of the potato crop destructive Phytophthora infestans has made it a key event
in the advancement of plant pathology as a study field on its own. The obligate
parasite Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis, causal agent of downy mildew, is another
well studied oomycete, thanks to its connection with the model Arabidopsis thaliana.
Phytophthora capsici (pathogen of solanaceous and cucurbit plants), Phytophthora
ramorum (causal agent of sudden oak death) or the worldwide distributed
Phytophthora parasitica are also considered as agronomic economic burdens.
Within the fungal kingdom, considered as one of the most devastating group of
pathogens (10), the necrotrophic grey mold Botrytis cinerea is able to infect up to 200
species of plants, and it can manifest in any state of the plant maturation or even after
crop pickup and storage. It is not surprising, then, that Botrytis-targeted fungicides
represent 10 percent of the global fungicide market, with special aim at those
designed to protect grapevine cultivars. The Puccinia genus is responsible for extensive
losses of wheat (Triticum spp.) crops, by causing rust in different parts of the plant.
Puccinia graminis f.sp. tritici (Pgt), P. striiformis f.sp. tritici and P. triticina exemplify the
three predominant plant pathogenic members of this genus, and in particular, the
recent emergence of the Pgt virulent race Ug99 raised a novel alarm for food security
(11). Cereal crops are also threatened by a large number of pathogenic fungi, such as
Fusarium

graminearum,

Mycosphaerella

graminicola,

Blumeria

graminis

or

Colletotrichum. Among them, the ascomycete Magnaporthe oryzae is considered the
fungus with the highest effect on global harvests, due to its pathogenicity to rice
plants, a primary food source for at least half of the planet’s population (12). This
fungus has also been reported to infect other crops like barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)
and wheat. This significant relevance to agriculture made this species a key model used
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to throw light upon the mechanisms of fungal-host interactions, and our
understanding of M. oryzae pathogenicity.

1.2.

Evolution in fungi

As with the Animalia and the Viridiplantae clades, fungi seem to have originated from
simple flagellated aquatic forms. In the first two clades, the early-to-recent
evolutionary events and hypothesis are mostly established, but the early evolution of
the primordial fungi is still under discussion. Initially, conventional approaches
suggested that a single loss of flagellum was the cause of divergence between
flagellated fungi (Chytridiomycota) and fungi with non-flagellated cells (Zygomycota,
Glomeromycota, Ascomycota and Basidiomycota). This event was believed to be
coincident with the adaptation to terrestrial habitats. More recent studies indicate
that during early evolution of fungi, four losses of flagella have occurred, each one
coinciding with evolving mechanisms in production and dispersal of spores (13). One of
these innovations is the polar tube developed by the obligate endoparasitic
Microsporidia unicellular organisms. The origin of Microsporidia has long been a
subject of study, and results indicate a phylogenetic relation between Microsporidia
and an ancestor related to the parasite chytrid Rozella allomycis, on the earliest
diverging branch of the fungal tree (13). Shifts between saprophytic and pathogenic
nutritional strategies can be inferred based on the early phylogeny of fungi. After the
divergence of the Microsporidia and Roselle lineage, the rest of the fungal organisms
developed the filamentous growth response, although a yeast-like growth has been
reported for the early diverging ancestors of Ascomycota and Basidiomycota.

As

previously mentioned, phylogenetic data supports that the first common ancestors of
fungi could be aquatic zoosporic-like fungi. The further lineage expansion probably
took place in a solid ground environment, prior to the colonization of plants. Fossilized
hyphae and spores suggest that Glomalean-like fungi originated before the appearance
of vascular plants when land flora mainly consisted of bryophytes (14). This
strengthens the theory that Glomalean (Glomeromycota) fungi may have played a
crucial role in facilitating the colonization of land by plants. Another important
consequence of this finding is that fungal species evolved concomitantly with the
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diversification of land plants and every fungal-plant interaction has significant features
found exclusively in that pathosystem.
The Dikarya clade is formed by the Basidiomycota and the large Ascomycota phyla.
Ascomycota possesses three subphyla: the earliest diverging Taphrinomycotina, the
large Pezizomycotina subphylum and the Saccharomycotina subphylum, containing the
‘true-yeasts’ hemiascomycetes group. Previous genome analysis of a number of
hemiascomycetes showed how interplay of mechanisms such as segmental
duplication, massive genome duplication or tandem gene repeat organization led to a
differentiated evolution within these species (15). As for the Basidiomycota, around
31,000 species divided into three subphyla have been identified, although the
phylogenetic associations implied are still unclear.
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1.3.

Protein complexes involved in RNA processing

1.3.1. Transcription-related events in fungi
Eukaryotic transcription, a tightly multi-step regulated event, is carried out by
three different nuclear RNA polymerase enzymes: RNA Polymerase I (RNA Pol I)
with 14 subunits; RNA Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) formed by 12 subunits, and RNA
Polymerase III (RNA Pol III), with 17 subunits (Figure 1.1). Twelve of these
seventeen subunits are either equivalent (Rpb5, Rpb6, Rpb8, Rpb10 and Rpb12) or
paralogous (Rpc11, Rpc17, Rpc25, Rpc19, Rpc40, Rpc160 and Rpc128) to the
subunits forming both the RNA polymerase I and II. The heterodimeric subcomplex
Rpc37-Rpc53 (putative homologs to the RNA Pol I subcomplex A49-A34.5) can be
related with the RNA Pol II transcription factor TFIIF. An additional set of proteins
named Rpc82, Rpc34, Rpc31 seem to be specific of the RNA polymerase III (16).
These proteins form a subcomplex which is present in the majority of eukaryotes,
and previous studies point at the key role played by Rpc34 in the evolution of the
RNA Pol III transcription mechanism.
Sensitivity assays to transcription initiation and elongation using the inhibitor
toxin α-amanitin revealed that each of the polymerases synthesizes a particular
class of RNA product: RNA Pol I mediates the transcription of the precursor
ribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA). RNA Pol II synthesizes messenger RNAs (mRNA) and a
set of small nuclear RNAs (snRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) and microRNAs.
Studies on deciphering the whole RNA Pol III transcriptome using Saccharomyces
cerevisiae as a model revealed that apart from the nuclear transfer RNAs (tRNA),
the RNA Pol III is known to transcribe the 5S rRNA, the U6 spliceosomal snRNA, the
RNA component of the RNase P (RPR1), the small cytoplasmic RNA of the signal
recognition particle (SCR1), the 7SL RNA and many other short non-coding RNAs
(17-19).
The three transcriptional machineries display structural and functional
conservation of their transcription initiation complexes, each having the RNA
polymerase, the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and transcription factors and other
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related proteins as their core components (20). An archetypal transcription unit is
usually composed of a promoter region, a transcription start site (TSS), a
transcribed region and a transcription termination site (TTS). The TATA / TATA-like
box and the Upstream Activating Sequence (UAS) are important elements within
the promoter region (21).

Figure 1.1. Subunit composition of the eukaryotic RNA polymerases. Rpa190, Rpb1 and Rpc160 correspond to
the largest subunits; together with Rpa135, Rpb2 and Rpc128 they form the central core of each polymerase.
Homologous and shared proteins are depicted with the same color pattern; adapted from (22).

1.3.1.1.

RNA Pol I-mediated transcription

The specialized RNA Pol I enzyme catalyzes the transcription of the ribosomal DNA
into a single rRNA transcript, a process that takes place in the nucleolus (23, 24),
where ribosomes are synthesized and assembled. Ribosomal RNA is coded by a
large number of identical genes repeated in tandem that form one or more
clusters.
Apart from the subunits shared by the three polymerases (Rpb5, 6, 8, 10, and
12) and the AC40–AC19 heterodimer shared between the RNA Pol I and RNA Pol III,
there are seven unique RNA Pol I subunits: Rpa190 and Rpa135, forming the
catalytic site; A12.2, paralog of the Rpb9 RNA Pol II subunit; A14 and A43,
paralogous to Rpb4/7 and Rpc17/Rpc25 subunits from Pol II and III respectively;
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and subunits A34.5 and A49, with a functional domain structure related to the
TFIIF and TFIIE RNA Pol II transcription factors.
RNA Pol I-mediated transcription is controlled by a promoter region with two
cis-regulatory elements (Figure 1.2). These elements have been described in yeast
as the Core Element (CE) overlapping the transcription start site and an Upstream
Activating Sequence, located ~100 bp upstream of the transcription start site.
Recruitment of the RNA Pol I to the promoter region is mediated by a series of
initiation factors such as the TBP, the Rrn3 protein, the multi-subunit UAS-binding
Upstream Activating Factor (UAF) complex (25), and the CE-binding protein Core
Factor (CF), integrated by subunits Rrn6, Rrn7, and Rrn11.

Figure 1.2. The RNA Pol I regulatory regions and initiation complexes. Common complex factors are colored
accordingly, as in the CE-binding protein Core Factor, integrated by Rrn6, Rrn7 and Rrn11. UAS, Upstream
Activating Sequence. CE, Core Element. UAF, Upstream Activating Factor complex. TBP, TATA-binding protein;
adapted from (26).

Transcription initiation by RNA Pol I starts with the assembly of the Preinitiation
Complex (PIC) at the rDNA gene promoter. Previous data have shown that the
mammalian SL1 complex, corresponding to the yeast TBP and the CF, plays a key
role in the formation of this complex (27). Following the proper assembly of the PIC
and the promoter opening, the first ribonucleotides of the RNA molecule are
incorporated. The transcription elongation phase of RNA Pol I in yeast has a highly
efficient output rate, achieved mainly by the activity of some of the RNA Pol I
components like the A34.5-A49 subcomplex (28) and the A12.2 subunit, and the
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action of some RNA Pol I specific transcription factors. During this elongation
phase, rRNA co-transcriptional maturation and effective assembly of the ribosomal
particles is allowed due to the tight coordination of both the pre-rRNA synthesis
and the processing events. Eukaryotic RNA Pol I-mediated transcription
termination involves a set of proteins with regulatory activity and specific DNA
sequence elements, like the polymerase pausing phenomena initiated by the
Reb1p/TTF-I-terminator element interaction, followed by the PTRF transcript
release factor-Pol I mediated dissociation of the paused complex. Later events
include the Rnt1-mediated cleavage of the newly formed pre-rRNA and the
digestion of the resultant product derived from RNA Pol I-associated RNA cleavage
by the Rat1 exonuclease. The instability of the transcription apparatus is caused by
the arrival of Rat1 to the RNA Pol I, causing the dissociation of the complex from
the DNA strand and terminating the transcription event. RNA Pol I proper
termination, though, could require the existence of various synchronous
mechanisms (29).
1.3.1.2.

RNA Pol II-mediated transcription

Of the three polymerases, the RNA Pol II is the best characterized. Apart from the
typical transcriptional elements mentioned earlier, the transcribed region of mRNA
can present a 5’ untranslated region (5’ UTR), an open reading frame (ORF)
interrupted by introns, and a 3’ untranslated region (3’ UTR). Like the other two
polymerases, RNA Pol II-dependent transcription in eukaryotes passes through
three stages - Initiation, Elongation, and Termination - where the phases are
associated with specific protein complexes.
In the initiation phase, the PIC whose critical assembly at a given promoter is
triggered by specific transcription factors (STFs), recruits additional factors that are
shared by all preinitiation complexes - the Chromatin Remodeling complexes (CRs),
the Mediator (M) complex, general transcription factors (GTFs) many of which are
protein-complexes, and the RNA Pol II. The whole set of the subunits composing
the RNA Pol II are required in the initiation phase. Studies in S. cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe revealed differences in the usage of some RNA Pol II
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enzymes, thus indicating an intra-fungal difference in transcriptional mechanisms.
The core or active center is composed of subunits Rbp1 and Rbp2, and the Cterminal domain of Rbp1 (CTD) is known to be a fundamental constituent
exquisitely regulated in transcription.
The general transcription factors (GTFs) exert different activities that guide the
RNA Pol II enzyme in the initiation phase. These factors are organized as protein
subcomplexes, being named as TFIID, TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIIF, TFIIE and TFIIH (Figure 1.3).
Factors like TFIID are composed of other factors like the TATA-Binding Protein
(TBP) and the TBP-associated factors (TAFs), related with the SAGA complex. PIC
formation is favored by the action of SAGA, TBP and TFIID. TFIIA stabilizes the TBPDNA tandem with the help of TFIIB, but TFIIB also interacts with TFIIF, TBP and RNA
Pol II to help establishing the positioning on the TSS (30). The remaining factors,
TFIIE and TFIIH, mediate DNA melting in a manner not fully understood.
An important set of general transcription factors is the coactivator Mediator
complex. Identified and first described in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (31-33), the set
of proteins forming this large four-module (head, middle, tail and dissociable
kinase) complex promote PIC assembly, working as a bond between the RNA Pol II,
the transcriptional activators and some initiation GTFs like TFIID or TFIIH.
Regulatory activity of the Mediator has also been reported in transcription
elongation and mRNA maturation.
Once the PIC is stably bound to the DNA template, a first polymerization and
release of short length RNAs takes place, in a critical process known as abortive
initiation. After this, the polymerase (as well as TFIIB and TFIIF) dissociates from
the PIC (a process mediated by the phosphorylation of the CTD of Rbp1),
promoting the escape from the DNA promoter and entering in the elongation
phase, a phase that offers additional transcriptional regulatory mechanisms.
Fluctuations in the RNA Pol II CTD phosphorylation state allows the recruitment of
proteins involved in other transcription-coupled events (e.g. capping and splicing),
as well as histone deacetylases and histone methyltransferases (34). Taken
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together, all this data reflects how the CTD mediates transcription, RNA processing
and chromatin remodeling.

Figure 1.3. The RNA Pol II regulatory and initiation complexes. a) de novo formation of the PIC requires
several the transcription factors or GTFs (depicted in light red) and the Mediator multiprotein complex,
associated with the RNA Pol II C-terminal domain (depicted in grey). The coactivator SAGA complex mediates in
the initiation phase. b) After the stable binding of PIC to the template, RNA synthesis starts. RNA Pol II, TFIIB,
TFIIF (possibly TFIIE) dissociate from the PIC. The phosphorylation of the RNA Pol II CTD favors the recruitment
of the pre-mRNA processing machineries. Upon termination, the RNA Pol II, TFIIB and TFIIF reassemble in the
reinitiation scaffold; adapted from (35).

A common process occurring in the elongation phase is the pausing-backtracking
event (36). RNA Pol II is bound to the DNA-RNA hybrid during elongation, but the
stability of its binding needs to shift, as well as the enzyme elongation progression.
Therefore, the RNA Pol II oscillates with forward and backward movements, acting
as a control mechanism in the case of nucleotide deficiency or topological barriers.
This paused and backtracked RNA Pol II state needs to be reversed. RNA cleavage,
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polymerase forward motion and ubiquitylation-mediated clearance of the
restrained polymerase are common procedures that fulfill this purpose.
In addition, there are two elongation factors that promote RNA Pol II
elongation: the conserved Ccr4-Not complex (37, 38) and TFIIS. The S. cerevisiae
Ccr4-Not is a large complex with nine core subunits: five Not proteins (Not1, Not2,
Not3, Not4 and Not5), Caf1, Caf40, Caf130 and Ccr4. The interaction between Ccr4Not and the N-terminal part of TFIIS stimulates the cleavage of the displaced
transcript in backtracked RNA Pol II (39).
Before mRNA is translocated to the cytoplasm, a series of mRNA maturation
processes take place during the termination phase: 5’ capping, intron splicing and
3’end processing, an event required for transcription termination. The Ser2
phosphorylated region of the polymerase CTD recruits the cleavage and
polyadenylation machinery, which is implicated in both the 3’end processing and
the transcription termination of the majority of the genes. After the poly(A) site is
cleaved, degradation of the downstream mRNA transcript by the Rat1 exonuclease
mediates also in the termination event. In the case of short mRNA and snRNA
genes, the additional Nrd1 complex is responsible for transcription termination (40,
41).
The proximity of both the termination and promoter regions suggest that
transcription termination is linked to the reinitiation event, somehow promoting
the recycling of RNA Pol II. After termination, the RNA Pol II, TFIIB and TFIIF are
reassembled, forming a reinitiating transcription complex. In addition, both
transcription termination and initiation are also dependent on the 3′end processing
machinery activity, which may mediate in the reinitiation complex formation.
Chromatin structure is also an important feature that influences gene
expression. Nucleosomal DNA disposition is a barrier for transcription. The
achievement of an open and active chromatin state is a key process for
transcription initiation. The chromatin-modifying complex SAGA (Spt–Ada–Gcn5
acetyltransferase) possesses two distinct enzymatic activities, mediated by Gcn5
and Ubp8. The acetylation and deubiquitylation of the histone residues help the
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transcription complexes reach the DNA strand. These modifications in the genomic
DNA organization, together with the recent discoveries that link the SAGA activity
to other RNA related events like the transcription elongation or the Sus1-mediated
mRNA export (42), point at an intersection between transcription, chromatin
remodeling, and mRNA export, therefore establishing a checkpoint for correct and
regulated gene expression.

1.3.1.3.

RNA Pol III-mediated transcription

The genes transcribed by RNA Pol III (except for 5S rRNA and other exceptions)
present common control sequence motifs, called the A and B boxes (Figure 1.4).
The A box can be found approximately 20 nucleotides downstream the TSS, while
the B box is located 30–60 bp downstream of the A box (43, 44).
Initiation phase begins with the recognition of the A and B boxes by the
multisubunit transcription factor III C (TFIIIC). Once bound, TFIIIC recruits upstream
of the initiation site the TFIIIB transcription factor. TFIIIB is composed of three
subunits, namely the TATA box binding protein (TBP), Brf1 and Bdp1. TBP is an
ubiquitous universal protein shared by all transcriptional machineries. Brf1, whose
amino terminal part is related with RNA Pol II TFIIB, is implicated in the TFIIIB
assembly (45). The Bdp1 component helps stabilizing the TFIIIB-DNA complex,
promoting the recruitment of the 17 subunit RNA Pol III over the TSS (46).
In the case of the 5S rRNA genes, and additional TFIIIA transcription factor
binds to the DNA molecule, prior to the recruitment of TFIIIC and TFIIIB. After the
RNA Pol III is recruited, RNA synthesis starts. A signal composed of thymidine
residues located in the coding sequence indicates the RNA Pol III the termination of
transcription.
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Figure 1.4. Classification of the three types of RNA Pol III transcriptional structures. (a) 5S rRNA RNA Pol III
mediated transcription elements, with the additional TFIIIA factor. IE, intermediate element. (b) The tRNA
transcription machinery present the A and B-boxes typical control motifs. (c) Transcription elements for the U6
spliceosomal snRNA, the RNA component of the RNase P, 7SL RNA and others. The lack of both the A and the
B-box and the TFIIIC is covered by the upstream proximal and distal sequence elements (PSE and DSE) and
specific factors like OCT1 and SNAP; adapted from (47).

1.3.2. The fungal 3’end polyadenylation process
Most RNA Pol II-generated transcripts undergo processing at their 3’ends during
maturation of the mRNA. This two-step process involves cutting-off the 3’end of
the transcript, and the addition of a series of adenosine nucleotides forming a
3’end poly(A) tail. Certain processes like mRNA stabilization and export depend
extensively on this polyadenosine structure, and mutations in the mRNA 3’end
processing machinery in mammals give rise to several diseases (48). Although yeast
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and mammalian 3’end processing machineries are assembled in a different way,
both systems contain core and specific components, with clear conservation and
similarity patterns.
A set of multisubunit complexes are assembled in the polyadenylation site
(PAS), defined by a series of cis-elements in the RNA molecule. The five PAS
elements catalogued in S. cerevisiae are the A/U-rich Efficiency Element (EE),
located at variable positions upstream of the cleavage site (CS); the A-rich
Positioning Element (PE) upstream of the CS; the Upstream U-rich Element (UUE);
the Cleavage Site (CS) itself and the Downstream U-rich Element (DUE). In S.
pombe, however, previous data indicates that the most abundant nucleotide motif
for PAS is AAUAAA, a canonical human sequence (49).
Around 20 proteins are known to participate in the processing of the
S.cerevisiae mRNA 3’end (Figure 1.5), with a high degree of conservation with
mammals. All these proteins are organized into three major and essential
complexes in S.cerevisiae: the Cleavage Factor IA (CFIA), the Cleavage Factor IB
(CFIB), and the Cleavage and Polyadenylation Factor (CPF), that at the same time
consists of other subcomplexes like the Cleavage Factor II (CFII), the
Polyadenylation Factor I (PFI) and Associated with Pta1 (APT). The RNA Pol II CTD
interacts with many of these factors and allows their co-transcriptional
mobilization to the developing RNA. Apart from these complexes, the poly(A)
binding proteins (PAB) participate in the polyadenylation reaction, regulating the
polyadenosine tail length.
The CFIA complex contains four subunits: Rna14 (homolog of mammalian
CstF77), Rna15 (CstF64 homolog), Pcf11, and Clp1. Rna14 acts as a scaffold by
interacting with the CFIB subcomplex, the RNA Polymerase II CTD and Rna15 (50).
Rna 15 mediates PAS recognition by directly binding to RNA through its RNARecognition Motif (RRM). Pcf11, apart from its role in transcription termination,
interacts with the N-terminal CTD Interacting Domain (CID) of the RNA Pol II (51).
The last protein of this complex, Clp1, interacts with Pcf11 and promotes the link
between the CFIA and CPF subcomplexes by interacting with the Ysh1 protein.
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Figure 1.5. Proposed model of the fungal mRNA 3’end polyadenylation machinery.

Hrp1, a protein that interacts with CFIA proteins Rna14 and Rna15 and migrates
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, is the only component of the CFIB
subcomplex. This essential protein is required for the cleavage and polyadenylation
processes. Hrp1 possesses an RRM domain that binds the U-rich EE of the RNA
molecule (52).
The CFII subcomplex of the CPF, analogous to the Cleavage and Polyadenylation
Specificity Factor of mammals, is composed of four proteins, namely Yhh1/CFT1
(Cleavage Factor Two 1), Ydh1/CFT2 (Cleavage Factor Two 2), Ysh1 (Yeast 73 kDa
Homolog 1) and Pta1 (Pre-tRNA Acummulation 1). Yhh1, a participant of transcription
termination, is attached to the RNA near the CS, and also interacts with the CTD of the
RNA Pol II (53). Ydh1 also binds mRNA near the CS region and associates with the RNA
Pol II CTD (54), and interacts with other CPF proteins like Pfs2 and Ssu72. Ysh1 is
required for mRNA cleavage, and the scaffolding Symplekin homolog protein Pta1
helps connect the APT and CFII complexes.
PFI is formed by proteins Yth1 (Yeast 30 kDa Homolog 1), Fip1 (Factor
Interacting with Poly(A) polymerase 1), Pfs2 (Polyadenylation Factor Subunit 2), Mpe1
and Pap1 (poly(A) polymerase 1) (55). Yth1 binds to the U-rich near the CS in the UUE
and DUE sequences, interacting with Fip1 and the endonuclease Ysh1. Fip1 yeast
protein, not essential for cleavage, is thought to regulate the polymerase activity of
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Pap1, as well as mediating in the mobilization of this protein to the PAS (56). The WD40 repeat protein Pfs2, required for RNA cleavage and polyadenylation, links the PFI
complex with CFII, APT and CFIA subcomplexes by interacting with proteins Ysh1, Fip1
and Rna14.
Pap1 is in charge of the poly(A) tail formation, by adding adenosine
monophosphate units to the RNA 3’end. Its protein structure and kinetics have been
studied in detail and were found to be conserved among fungi (57-59). Pap1 activity
can be regulated by phosphorylation and ubiquitylation processes during the cell cycle,
and interactions with Fip1, Pta1 and Yhh1 also suggest additional regulatory events
(60).
The last CPF subcomplex is the APT, integrated by the protein phosphatase
Ssu72, Glc7, RNA binding and regulatory protein Ref2 and yeast-specific components
like Pti1 and Syc1. As in other subcomplexes of the polyadenylation machinery, some
components are not essential for the polyadenylation step to take place. Ssu72 has
been reported to be essential only in the mRNA cleavage, as well as Glc7, a protein
phosphatase that exerts its activity over Pta1 and is crucial in the cleavagepolyadenylation transition (61). An additional set of proteins have a role in
polyadenylation, like the Poly(A) Binding Proteins 1 and 2 (Pab1 and Pab2), which are
key in regulating poly(A) tail length, exerting their function when encountering a
different tail length.
The mechanism for release of the processing machinery after polyadenylation
occurs is still unclear. Mutations in the mRNA export cause a deficiency in the release
of the processing machinery factors, suggesting a coupling between efficient mRNA
processing factors liberation and mRNA export (62).
Studies in the fungal plant pathogen Magnaporthe oryzae have revealed the
presence of two additional components in the polyadenylation machinery of
filamentous fungi that are not found in yeast, Rbp35 and its interacting protein CFfI25
(63, 64). In metazoans, the Cleavage Factor I complex is composed of two subunits,
CFIm68 and CFmI25 and has been shown to be required for alternative polyadenylation
(ref). The generation of mRNA isoforms with different 3´ UTRs represent an important
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mechanism for gene regulation that has not been characterised in M. oryzae or
filamentous fungi. Alternative polyadenylation (APA) often eliminates large parts of
the 3’UTR, enabling escape from the stronger regulatory potential of longer 3’UTRs
which may impact the protein coding capacity of the message, as well as its
localization and translation efficiency. In contrast to CFIf25 and CFIm25 whose protein
domains are well-maintained, protein structure and homology is poorly conserved
between CFIm68 and Rbp35. Nevertheless, M. oryzae Rbp35 also participates in
alternative 3’end processing of pre-mRNAs (63).

1.4.

Bioinformatics, Biological Informatics and Big Data

Bioinformatics was first described in 1970 as “the study of informatic processes in
biotic systems”, a rather odd definition of the field at the time (65). Since then, the
term “bioinformatics” has evolved to mean many things to many stakeholders. For
example:
“Research, development, or application of computational tools and approaches for
expanding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health data, including those
to acquire, store, organize, archive, analyze, or visualize such data.” (66).
“(Molecular) bio – informatics: bioinformatics is conceptualising biology in terms of
molecules (in the sense of physical chemistry) and applying "informatics
techniques" (derived from disciplines such as applied maths, computer science and
statistics) to understand and organise the information associated with these
molecules, on a large scale. In short, bioinformatics is a management information
system for molecular biology and has many practical applications.” (67).
The ambitious Human Genome Project (68), formally initiated in 1990 and
completed in 2003, was one of the foundations for the emergence and development of
bioinformatics as a distinct domain of study. In addition to this, as research
technologies have become increasingly parallelized, en masse raw data generation has
increased to unprecedented rates (69). For example, in release 3 in 1982 of the
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GenBank database (70), 606 sequence records were stored. This number has increased
to 194,463.572 records in release version 214, corresponding to June 2016. However,
GenBank is not the only source of data. The 2016 edition of the Nucleic Acids Research
Database Edition catalogued 1685 biological (and related) databases (71) - a quantity
of information far beyond the ability of any researcher to know, search, query, or
integrate.
The result is that contemporary biology is rapidly becoming an data-driven science
where integrative, computational research is preceding and/or replacing benchscience.

Moreover, “biological informatics”1 has taken a distinct meaning from

“bioinformatics”, where biological informatics relates specifically to information
science research and the application of information technologies to biological
information. Effectively, while bioinformatics attempts to answer biological questions
using computers, biological informatics studies information-science questions using
biological data and knowledge. This distinction was recently highlighted in the
recommendations from the High Level Expert Group to the European Open Science
Cloud2, where they propose that the two fields of investigation are sufficiently distinct
that all EU-funded projects should have independent budget line-items for each
activity - bioinformatics (data analysis) and biological informatics (data stewardship
and publication). As such, research that focuses on the curation of data, rather than
the creation of data, is increasingly important.
We note that this thesis includes studies in both of these domains. Where the
previous section described the biological background to our data generation and
analysis activities (bioinformatics), an equal portion of this thesis is dedicated to
exploring problems related to data and knowledge representation and publication
within the specific domain of plant pathology (biological informatics). In the following
sections, therefore, we describe the technologies, best-practices, and formal
knowledge representation standards that form the basis for our investigations and
proposed solutions to the biological informatics research challenges addressed by this
thesis.
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1.4.1 The Semantic Web
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), created by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, set in motion
the concept of the Semantic Web in 1999. As stated by Berners-Lee in (72), "The
Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which information is given welldefined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation."
“Web 1.0” is the moniker assigned to the early World Wide Web (the “Web”). The
defining aspect of Web 1.0 was that the content of the Web was generated by a small
number of publishers; the wider population were largely just consumers of what was
published. At the technological level, Web 2.0 encompasses a wide range of new
formats and standards that emerged more-or-less contemporaneously, such as blogs
and wiki’s, and the emergence of machine-oriented APIs and their associated data
exchange formats (e.g. AJAX) that led to the phenomenon of “mashups” - dynamically
gathering fragments of related information from many third-party sites and
republishing them in a holistic manner. These, in turn, led to the advent of social
media - Myspace, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others. What unifies all of these
phenomenon - and therefore is the defining feature of Web 2.0 - is that the consumer
became the publisher. Ordinary people, rather than just publishers, were creating the
content of the Web. The problem with Web 2.0 was that, while the number of web
APIs, and the ability to access information, expanded dramatically (now more than
15,000 Web APIs exist, according to the ProgrammableWeb database) specific
software needed to be created to access each of these. Every task, or mashup, was an
individual, mutually-exclusive programming project. Moreover, only humans could
understand how to access these APIs, and only humans could understand the nature of
the inputs and outputs. What was lacking, therefore, was the ability for machines to
interpret both the interfaces, and the data they consumed/produced. The need for a
“Semantic Web” became clear - a Web built specifically for machines, rather than
humans, where all information within the Web is explicitly defined and represented in
a rigorously structured manner. A Web where machines are both publishers and
consumers of information, largely in lieu of humans. This emergent Web has become
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known as Web 3.0, and is the focus of the biological informatics research within this
thesis.
The Semantic Web emerges from the widespread adoption of three core
requirements. First, Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) must be assigned to every
“thing” (real or conceptual) in the world. Second, a formal framework for data and
knowledge representation must be adopted, which allows qualified links between
these URIs. On the Semantic Web, this is the Resource Description Framework or RDF,
which became a W3C recommendation in 2004. Third, every URI that represents a
“thing”, must be explicitly typed such that a machine can know what kind of “thing” is
represented by that URI, and this type information must be accessible in a predictable
manner. On the Semantic Web this is accomplished through the use of Ontologies structured knowledge about the world, represented in a formal logic such that it can
be processed by machines - and through URI resolution as an access mechanism.
Adhering to these three relatively straightforward requirements has powerful
consequences. First, the use of URIs to represent real-world entities and concepts
means that every “thing” in the world can be referenced within the Web, whether or
not it has a representation on the Web - the Web is no longer just about documents,
but is about real-world “things”. Moreover, using the HTTP protocol, a machine can
obtain more information about that entity, idea, or concept simply by resolving the
URI. Second, requiring qualified links between URIs means that there is no ambiguity
about why two URIs are connected to one another. This is a significant advance over
Web 1.0 and Web 2.0, where the meaning or intention of a hyperlink cannot be known
without some external information or explanation. Finally, the use of ontologies with
a formal logic allows machines to not only “understand” (i.e. process) the URIs they
encounter on the Web, but also allows them to “understand” the meaning of these
qualified links, and therefore to make inferences about things in the real world, and
their relationships to one another. The following paragraphs will describe in detail
what these technologies are, how they are represented on the Web, and how they
solve the problem of machine-readability.
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RDF is a data/knowledge-representation framework based on triples, where all
statements have a subject, a predicate and an object. In RDF, subjects, predicates, and
objects are all represented as URIs, and as a result, RDF can be used to explicitly
describe the relationship between two things, where the subject and object URI are
explicitly typed, and the predicate URI can be resolved to learn the nature of their
relationship. Since everything is a URI, the object of one triple can be the subject of
another triple, and this may happen iteratively. Moreover, the same URI can be reused
in any number of triples. The resulting network of interlinked triples is known as an
RDF graph.
RDF has a variety of serializations (i.e. exchange syntaxes, for passing information
between different machines and/or agents on the Web). RDF/XML was the first
standard format to be specified by the W3C, however other more human-friendly
serialization formats have emerged since. The RDF superset language Notation3 (N3)
(73), N-Triples (74) is frequently used for large dataset, platform-independent
exchange due to its simplicity. Turtle, also called Terse RDF Triple Language, is often
used when the RDF will be read by humans (75).
A variety of technologies are associated with the use of RDF on the Semantic Web.
RDF Schema (76) was designed to support the expression and description of
(lightweight) structured vocabularies in RDF, by formalizing the approach to define
classes, properties and the different relations between these elements. SPARQL
(SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language), a W3C recommendation since 2008, is
defined in (77) as: “[containing] capabilities for querying required and optional graph
patterns along with their conjunctions and disjunctions. SPARQL also supports
aggregation, subqueries, negation, creating values by expressions, extensible value
testing, and constraining queries by source RDF graph. The results of SPARQL queries
can be result sets or RDF graphs.”
One of the most important advantages of RDF - and a key source of the
“semantics” within the Semantic Web - is that, compared to the hyperlinks of HTML,
where the intent of the link could only be interpreted by a human user (if at all), the
links in RDF are explicitly labeled with their meaning/purpose. As a result, the massive
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network of links that exist on the Web is no longer an opaque “black box”, but rather is
a transparent network of meaningful statements about relationships that exist in the
world. To optimize the utility of this novel network of linkages, and to ensure that a
maximum number of publishers were utilizing the technology in a harmonized manner,
the Linked Data initiative (78) was conceived. This initiative began as a set of principles
or rules for publishing data on the Web, where adopters are required to:
1. Use URIs as names for entities, concepts and relations.
2. Use HTTP communication protocols to look up those URIs.
3. Provide useful information when investigating those URIs, using shared,
standard formats and interfaces (RDF, SPARQL).
4. That useful information should include links to other related URIs to
improve discovery of related data contained in the Web.
Beyond structure and syntax, the Semantic Web required semantics - that is, the
“things” in the Web, and the relationships between them, needed to be assigned some
meaning that could be accessed by a machine. As mentioned earlier, this is generally
achieved through the use of Ontologies, where the concept of ontology is rooted in the
philosophical discipline of metaphysics - the study of “the nature of being”. A formal
definition of ontologies, as the term is used in the computer sciences, can be found in
(79):
“In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology defines a set
of representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or
discourse. The representational primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes
(or properties), and relationships (or relations among class members). The
definitions of the representational primitives include information about their
meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application. In the context of
database systems, ontology can be viewed as a level of abstraction of data models,
analogous to hierarchical and relational models, but intended for modeling
knowledge about individuals, their attributes, and their relationships to other
individuals. Ontologies are typically specified in languages that allow abstraction
away from data structures and implementation strategies; in practice, the
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languages of ontologies are closer in expressive power to first-order logic than
languages used to model databases. For this reason, ontologies are said to be at
the "semantic" level, whereas database schema are models of data at the "logical"
or "physical" level. Due to their independence from lower level data models,
ontologies are used for integrating heterogeneous databases, enabling
interoperability

among

disparate

systems,

and

specifying

interfaces

to

independent, knowledge-based services. In the technology stack of the Semantic
Web standards, ontologies are called out as an explicit layer. There are now
standard languages and a variety of commercial and open source tools for creating
and working with ontologies.”
Ontologies containing knowledge about both the types of things in the world and
the possible relationships that can exist between these things, are therefore the basis
for the semantics in the Semantic Web, and are included as one of the layers in the
high-level architecture of the Semantic Web, known as the Semantic Web stack (Figure
1.6). Associating these definitions to the URIs that represent the “things” in the
Semantic Web, it becomes possible for machines to autonomously traverse the links
within the Web, and interpret the content of those links by looking-up the type
definition in an ontology. As a general concept, ontology building can be achieved by
making use of a variety of formal ontology languages (80). In July 2002, the Web
Ontology Working Group published the OWL 1.1 Web Ontology Language. This
language was included as a formal W3C recommendation in 2004 (81). An extended,
logically-richer version of this language, OWL 2, was released in 2009. The use of OWL
on the Semantic Web allows for an extension of the semantics of RDF and RDF Schema
such that more complex concepts can be modeled. The OWL draft guide3 released in
2003 established the use of this language to:
1. Represent a knowledge domain by defining both classes and class
properties.
2. Define a set of individuals, as well as the established properties
between those individuals.
3. Execute reasoning processes about these elements.
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The last of these qualities - reasoning - is performed by a specialized piece of
software called a reasoning engine. The description logics captured by OWL 2 are
supported by a variety of reasoners such as FaCT++ (82) and Pellet (83), among others.
Reasoners are able to deduce logical outcomes from a given set of axioms. An
important consequence of this is that reasoning may result in the inference of new
information that was not explicitly present within the starting data. Thus, the machine
not only consumes information from the Semantic Web, but is capable of producing
new information through reasoning about the data it has discovered. This, therefore,
is the manifestation of one of the important qualities of Web 3.0, where machines
have now become information producers, as well as consumers.
The development of ontology editors such as Protégé, a design environment for
ontologies represented in the OWL 2 description logic, simplified the process of
creating ontologies and made it possible for domain experts to generate structured
representations of their own knowledge. This resulted in the proliferation of controlled
vocabularies and ontologies, particularly in the life sciences. The creation of platforms
like the OBO Foundry (84) allowed the coordination of these efforts, and encouraged
the development of non-overlapping, interoperable ontologies that met the core
requirements for data integration. Other resources like the NCBO BioPortal (85) have
become primary ontology repositories, reporting the existence of more than 400
ontologies representing a wide range of biologically-oriented specialist knowledge.
A relatively small number (~20) of BioPortal ontologies contain specific plant data.
Although some additional ontologies with plant data could not be included in the
BioPortal database (because of their structure and/or quality and/or rigor), there are
nevertheless very few formal knowledge structures related to plant data. We attempt
to address a portion of this gap with part of the work reported in this thesis specifically, with regard to formal representation of plant-pathogen interaction
knowledge.
Perhaps the most widely-used ontology is the Gene Ontology (86), constructed
around the idea of providing a system to uniformly describe the functional and
localization features of gene products spanning all organisms, such that knowledge
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from one organism could more easily be transposed to a related or unrelated
organism.

In the plant sciences, a number of ontological databases have been

developed (87). By applying the Gene Ontology Consortium principles and database
infrastructure, the AgroPortal (88) was designed to enable proper and formal
descriptions of both plant structure and developmental stages. Its semantic design also
allowed for efficient database comparisons and addition of new ontology terms
related with agronomically important species. The Plant Trait Ontology (89) focuses on
semantically describing phenotypic traits as distinguishable plant features,
characteristics, or qualities. The Plant Infectious Disease Ontology or IDOPlant (90) was
designed to represent any plant infectious disease and their potential causes, with a
semantic generic representation of an infection model. Other initiatives involving plant
science and semantics include the Crop Ontology (91) and its Web-based curation and
annotation tool. In addition, there are semantic initiatives in other knowledge-domains
that complement these more plant-specific projects. For example, the Environment
Ontology (92) provides a controlled vocabulary to describe various habitats and
environmental features, which could potentially be used to fine-tune or contextualize
plant phenotypic descriptions.
Defined as simple as an IF - THEN statements, “Rules” have been used in many
branches of computer science, and for a long time were considered a major issue in
the proper development of the Semantic Web. The creation of a standard for
exchanging rules among Web rule engines was motivated by the fact that a single
language would not fit the needs of common paradigms for using rules in knowledge
modeling and representation. The Rule Interchange Format (RIF) initiative was aimed
to design a set of uniform and extensible languages or dialects. According to the W3C
specifications (93), “RIF uniformity means that dialects are expected to share as much
as possible of the existing syntactic and semantic apparatus. Extensibility here means
that it should be possible for motivated experts to define a new RIF dialect as a
syntactic extension to an existing RIF dialect, with new elements corresponding to
desired additional functionality. These new RIF dialects would be non-standard when
defined, but might eventually become standards.”
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Figure 1.6. Semantic Web stack hierarchical illustration. Each layer of the stack exploits the capabilities of the
subsequent layers below.

The Proof layer is defined as the provenance knowledge stratum (94), in which the
answers obtained from the agents that consume the information try to be
demonstrated. This layer works together with the Trust layer tools, to ensure reliability
of, and confidence in, the available data. The vertical Digital Signature layer is designed
for detecting alterations on documents, as well as adding signature features in XML
formatted information. An applied example of this can be found in the
Nanopublication Guidelines4 where Trusty URIs (95) are used to encode a unique hash
representing the content of the RDF document, thereby providing a mechanism to
evaluate its integrity after retrieval.

1.4.2 FAIR Data Publishing
Research in plant science is becoming increasingly data-centric. The latest
compilation of life science databases undertaken by the Nucleic Acids Research journal
counted 1685 biologically-oriented databases. Many of these are domain-specific, or
special-purpose resources that are usually curated, and contain specific types of data
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or data relevant to a specific species (e.g. AraPort’s collection of information about
Arabidopsis thaliana (96)). However, there is also a proliferation of general-purpose
repositories like Dataverse (97), FigShare5, Dryad6, Mendeley Data and many others,
where researchers deposit a wide range of often specialist data and datatypes, from
single figures or images to large high-throughput datasets.
For most plant biologists, manual navigation through these databases to find,
integrate, and analyze the data of interest is exceedingly challenging. Apart from the
data being dispersed among many special/general-purpose repositories, it is also often
provided in formats that are difficult to integrate. Once located, this data may be
difficult to interpret and/or be of dubious quality or relevance. This results in a great
deal of error-prone, manual copy-and-paste by biologists, and requires the researcher
to employ a bioinformatics expert to write bespoke data retrieval, cleansing, and
integration software.
While the problem of discoverability and reusability of publicly-archived knowledge
in general-purpose repositories will require both technical and social changes,
advancing the state of special-purpose repositories is a more tangible near-term
objective. Locating and accessing data within these repositories should, in principle, be
undemanding. Generally, these repositories have a curatorial staff dedicated to
quality-control, with data organized into sensible structures, and a data enrichment
process with both internal and external cross-references. Nevertheless, in practice it
remains difficult to query, extract, and integrate the data, even from these highly
curated repositories, particularly at the scale demanded by contemporary highthroughput research. Why is this so? What are the practices of data repositories, and
the properties of their data holdings, that affect (positively or negatively) the usability
of their valuable contents?
The FAIR Data Principles (98) are an attempt to answer all these questions, and
provide data producers and repository curators with a set of guidelines that lead to
ever-increasing degrees of data discoverability and (re-)usability. FAIR stands for
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. Briefly, the FAIR Principles suggest
that every data element should have a globally-unique identifier, associated with
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contextual, searchable metadata (“Findable”); these identifiers should all resolve to
data or metadata using an open, standard protocol (“Accessible”); the data and
metadata should use a formal, broadly applicable representation language, and utilize
open

and

widely-accepted

domain-relevant

vocabularies

and

ontologies

(“Interoperable”); and finally, data should be richly described with an abundance of
cross-references, and with a clearly-defined mechanism for accessing provenance and
license information (“Reusable”). Beyond these core Principles, “FAIR-ness” also
highlights that each of the principles should be equally applicable to both humans and
machines, in recognition of the ever-increasing need for automation within large-scale
data discovery, retrieval, integration, and analysis pipelines.
The FAIR Principles were published in March, 2016, and as a result there have to
date been no documented attempts to undertake wholesale FAIR Principles-guided
transformation of existing databases, nor any published guidelines for how to adhere
to the FAIR Principles when publishing de novo scientific data, intended to be
deposited in a general-purpose repository. Chapter 3.3 addresses the first formal
proposal of tools and methodologies for publishing data with the specific aim of
meeting or exceeding each of the FAIR principles, using as target dataset the plantspecific portion of the Pathogen Host Interaction Database (PHI-Base) (99).

1.5 Online resources
1. http://www.esp.org/rjr/canberra/canberra.pdf
2.

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/hleg/hleg-eosc-first-report_(draft).pdf

3. https://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-owl-guide-20030210/
4. http://nanopub.org/guidelines/working_draft/#integrity-key
5. http://figshare.com
6. http://www.datadryad.org/
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2. OBJECTIVES
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I.

In silico study of fungal transcriptional and polyadenylation machineries to gain
insights into their evolution in the fungal kingdom.

II.

De novo creation of the first formal ontological framework that contains plantpathogen data and the outcome of their interactions.

III.

Transformation of an expertly curated plant-pathogen interaction database
(PHI-base) into a semantic resource to complement the ontology built in the
previous objective.

IV.

Definition and execution of a publication process for the results obtained in
objectives I, II and III that result in scholarly data deposits that are FAIR Datacompliant.

Figure 2.1 shows the primary themes pursued within this thesis, and how they fit
together to form a unified corpus of work.

Figure 2.1. An overview of the domains addressed in this thesis (shapes), their inter-relationships (lines) and
how these lead to the thesis outputs. Green boxes represent traditional bioinformatics topics, and blue boxes
represent biological informatics topics. Orange shapes are the formal, published outputs from this thesis, in
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the form of a database (cylinder) or as static files on the Web (page-shapes). The dotted line represents work
that is underway, but not included in this thesis.
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3. RESULTS
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CHAPTER 3.1
RNA Metabolism Evolution
(RNAME)
Evolution of the transcription and
polyadenylation machineries in
the fungal kingdom
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Abstract
Maturation of eukaryotic mRNA involves a series of coordinated cellular events.
Although the sequences of events that initiate and propagate the flow of genetic
information are conserved, there is room for a wide diversity of proteins and
regulatory mechanisms that fine-tune gene expression in eukaryotic cells. Here, we
present a genome-wide evolutionary study of RNA-related machineries within the
fungal kingdom, namely the transcription and the polyadenylation protein complexes.
A significant number of protein components of these machineries and their domain
patterns have undergone major changes within the fungal kingdom. Microsporidia
species represent an extreme case with a very poor conservation, which correlates
with their small genome size and their inability to survive outside their hosts.
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Introduction
Fungi are highly diverse eukaryotic organisms of great relevance for industry, medicine
and agriculture. They are present in all terrestrial ecosystems and have common and
distinctive features from plants and animals (1, 2). The number of fungal species on
Earth is estimated to be more than one million, although recent data from
environmental sequencing research estimate as many as five million species (3), and
fungi are taxonomically grouped as an independent eukaryotic kingdom. The relatively
small size of their genomes and the wide range of lifestyles they undertake - from freeliving and saprophytic to symbiotic and parasitic - have placed them in the center of
many studies to understand the molecular basis of their nutrient acquisition and
adaptation to the environment (4). Moreover, filamentous fungi represent powerful
tools for understanding fundamental biological processes, since they are highly
tractable organisms for experimental research and can be used to study important
features of complex eukaryotes such as cellular differentiation, pathogenesis, DNA
methylation, gene silencing, chromatin remodeling and programmed cell death. An
increasing number of fungal genomes have already been sequenced, and there are
initiatives that are promoting large-scale genome sequencing projects (5). This has
already enabled precise comparative genomics within this kingdom (6-8).
Maturation of eukaryotic mRNA involves highly orchestrated cellular events
that initiate with pre-mRNA formation in the nucleus by the RNA polymerase II, 5’end
capping, splicing, and 3’end polyadenylation (9). These events occur while RNA is
transcribing, and consequently they are co-transcriptionally regulated (10). Although
the sequence of events that initiate and propagate the flow of genetic information are
conserved - i.e. transcription, splicing, polyadenylation and translation - there is room
for a wide diversity of proteins and regulatory mechanisms that fine-tune gene
expression in eukaryotic cells (11). Within the fungal taxon there is also a wide
knowledge-disparity, where molecular-level understanding of the proteins involved in
pre-mRNA processing pathways in unicellular fission and budding yeasts is notably
ahead of that of filamentous fungi due to the genetic tractability of these unicellular
organisms.
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Very few studies have been carried out regarding evolutionary aspects of fungal RNArelated machineries. Previous work has shown that the RNA-binding protein Rbp35
(MGG_02741) of the rice blast fungus Magnaporthe oryzae has no clear ortholog in
yeasts or metazoan cells (12). In vivo co-immunoprecipitation assays revealed that
Rbp35 (MGG_02741) interacts with CFIf25 (MGG_01676), a conserved protein involved
in poly(A) site recognition and cleavage of pre-mRNAs. Therefore, Rbp35 represents
the functional ortholog of metazoan CFIm68 in filamentous fungi, a subunit of the
Cleavage Factor I complex. Rbp35 regulates the alternative polyadenylation of a subset
of transcripts associated with fungal pathogenicity (12). The altered protein domain
conservation of Rbp35 with respect to its human counterpart and the absence of a
clear Rbp35 ortholog in yeast prompted our investigation towards understanding the
protein composition of eukaryotic mRNA machineries within the different phyla of the
fungal kingdom to understand their evolution and potential links to their wide range of
lifestyles. For this purpose, we performed an in silico analysis and identified the core
components of the RNA-associated processing machineries in fungi.

Results
Evolutionary examination of transcription and polyadenylation protein
complexes
Two considerations were applied for the selection of the fungal species used in this
study, full coverage of the fungal kingdom and lifestyle diversity. As a result, a
phylogenetic reconstruction with 39 fungal species of interest was executed. The
Ascomycota includes fungal species ranging from yeasts like Saccharomyces cerevisiae
to molds including Penicillium and Aspergillus. The Basidiomycota is the sister group to
the Ascomycota, and these two phyla are the largest of terrestrial fungi (13).
Glomeromycota and Mucoromycotina are clades that include the most ancient fungi;
some of them plant symbionts (14, 15). Microsporidia are eukaryotic parasites of
animals with an obligate intracellular lifestyle and they have small genomes due to the
loss of many metabolic functions (16). The Chytridiomycota clade was also added since
it includes early diverging fungal lineages, generally saprobes although some are
important amphibian pathogens (17). Seven housekeeping genes were used in this
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phylogenetic reconstruction, with clearly identifiable homologues in each of the
species. Model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens, and the oomycete
Phytophthora infestans were selected as outgroups. The resulting phylogeny is shown
in Figure 3.1.1.

Figure 3.1.1. The phylogeny of Fungi. This custom-built tree shows the phylogenetic disposition of the species used
in this chapter. The Dikarya subkingdom includes both the Ascomycota and Basidiomycota phyla. Arabidopsis
thaliana, Phytophthora infestans and Homo sapiens were selected to build this rooted tree, representing model
organisms of plants, oomycetes and animals, respectively. Letters in brackets make reference to: animal pathogen
(ap); plant pathogen (pp); saprobe (s); obligate biotroph (ob); obligate parasite (ops); biotroph (bt); symbiont (sb)
with organisms of the Scolytinae subfamily*; necrotroph (nt).

We decided to build a robust ortholog/paralog network using the ortholog discovery
data contained on the Ensembl Fungi gene database (18) and the OMA Browser (19) as
starting points. These are curated Web resources, with exhaustive and automated
homology prediction pipelines. Once the ortholog information was extracted and
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representative heatmaps were generated, we performed whole-genome domain
discovery based on PFAM protein family profiles (20).
We carried out a comparative analysis of the proteins involved in RNA transcription
and polyadenylation, considering aspects of conservation and ortholog/paralog
expansion and paying particular attention to the differences that arise between
phylogenetic branches. In the heatmap analyses, black indicates that no match was
found, red indicates that a single match was found, and shades of blue indicate 2 or
more matches discovered. Comparing ortholog discovery results (left panel heatmap in
figures) to domain analysis results (right-side heat maps in Figure 3.1.2 and figures
therein), the following four scenarios have been observed:
1. Black (ortholog discovery) - Black (domain analysis). An absence at both the
ortholog discovery level and at the whole proteome domain analysis level
corroborates the absence of a clear ortholog. This is represented with black
boxes in both heatmaps.
2. Red / Blue (ortholog discovery) - Red / Blue (domain analysis). The presence of
an ortholog in the ortholog heatmap and the presence of the different
domain/s in the whole proteome domain analysis suggest the conservation of
this protein at the domain level, although the location of the interesting
domain/s may not relate with the studied protein.
3. Black (ortholog discovery) - Red / Blue (domain analysis). An absence in the
ortholog analysis but detection of one or more PFAM domain/s in the whole
proteome domain analysis could indicate:
a. a genuine ortholog where the remaining (non-domain) sequences have
diverged enough that the protein is missed by orthology approximation.
b. a domain-swap into a non-orthologous protein not involved in RNA
processing
c. a domain-swap with an unrelated protein that now recruits that novel
protein into the RNA processing machinery.
d. that the functionally relevant domain in that protein has not been
identified; where we discover non-functionally-relevant (for that RNA
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Processing function), but known, PFAM domains in other proteins that
may not be involved in RNA Processing.
4. Red / Blue (ortholog discovery) - Black (domain analysis). Detection of one or
more relevant orthologs but absence of PFAM motifs in the whole proteome
domain analysis could indicate:
a. for a single domain protein, if the ortholog analyses reveal the
existence of an ortholog, and the whole proteome domain analysis
reveals, the absence of that domain, it is an indicative that a domain
lost has taken place in this ortholog (also, therefore, that the loss of that
domain is not sufficient to cause Ensembl/OMA to miss it as an
ortholog). If the domain is related with the function described for the
yeast protein, either the loss of that domain does not affect the role of
the protein or the newly identify ortholog has developed other roles.
b. for a multidomain protein, if the ortholog analyses reveal the existence
of an ortholog, and the whole proteome domain analysis reveals, the
absence of one or more of these domains, it is indicative of a domain
loss/gain.
We will focus on discussing the results of the first scenario (Black-Black) where the
lack of both a detected ortholog and lack of the relevant protein domain anywhere in
the proteome are clear signs pointing to the absence of a given component of the RNA
Processing machinery. Of particular interest, therefore, are the orthologous proteins
annotated in the protein databases based on a single domain. In such a case, our
analysis makes the assumption that the RNA Processing functionality of that protein is
related to that domain, and that therefore the existence of the domain is highly
indicative of the protein function existing in the cell.

I.

Evolution of the transcription machinery
A. Common subunits of the three nuclear RNA polymerases

Nuclear transcription is carried out by three multisubunit nuclear RNA polymerases
(RNA Pol) that are highly conserved in eukaryotes (21, 22). Their ability to produce
rRNAs, mRNAs, and tRNAs is generally conserved in the tree of life although small RNA
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production by RNA Pol II and RNA Pol III varied among species (23). In S. cerevisiae, the
RNA Pol I transcribes rDNA to produce the 35S primary rRNA transcript, which is
processed to produce 25S, 18S, and 5.8S rRNAs. All nuclear mRNAs and snoRNAs
(except snR52), four of the five snRNAs (U1, U2, U4, and U5), the RNA of RNase MRP
that cleaves pre-rRNA, and the telomerase RNA are synthesized by the RNA Pol II. The
RNA Pol III produces the 5S rRNA, all nuclear tRNAs, the U6 snRNA, the snR52 snoRNA,
the RNA of RNase P that cleaves tRNA precursors to generate mature 5' ends, and the
7SL RNA component of the signal recognition particle, which recognizes and targets
specific proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum.
The RNA Pol I, II, and III polymerases contain 14, 12, and 17 subunits,
respectively (22) (Supplementary Figure S1). Five subunits are present in all nuclear
RNA polymerases (Rbp5, Rbp6, Rbp8, Rbp10, Rbp12), while Rpc40 and Rpc19 are only
part of RNA Pol I and III. The ortholog density heatmap of these common subunits
shows variable degrees of conservation (Figure 3.1.2). Based on the key roles that
these three RNA polymerases play in the cell, we found overall a greater variability
than we would expect. Rpb8 is not present in the ascomycetous fungus Metharrizium
acridium. Rpb10 orthologs are not found in Histoplasma capsulatum, Candida albicans,
Coprinopsis cinerea and Anncaliia algerae. Interestingly, this protein is the beta
component of the ABC10 subunit (24). Our results suggest that both C. cinerea and A.
algerae have completely lost this two-component subunit, while the diploid yeast
C.albicans possesses only a copy of the alpha subunit Rpb12/Rpc10, and has lost the
beta component. The alpha subunit Rpb12/Rpc10 is a zinc-binding protein and
contains a single PFAM domain (PF03604), which is also not present in the
ascomycetous fungi Grosmannia clavigera and Fusarium oxysporum, both of them
members of the Sordariomycetes class. Each of the following fungal species C. cinerea,
Cryptococcus neoformans, Ustilago maydis and Microbotryum violaceum belong to one
of the three Basidiomycete clades (Agaricomycotina, Ustilaginomycotina and
Pucciniomycotina, respectively), and they also seem to have lost this protein during
evolution. The PF03604 domain seems to be lost during evolution in A. algerae, a
Microsporidia fungus. However, this domain was identified in the rest of the
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Microsporidian species, pointing at a possible swap of this particular domain of
Rpb12/Rpc10.

Figure 3.1.2. Protein conservation landscape of the RNA polymerases common subunits. Color code at protein or
domain level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein
or domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

B. Distinct subunits of RNA Pol I, II and III
According to both the ortholog and the domain analyses, the A14 subunit of the RNA
Pol I (Rpa14) is present in the majority of the Saccharomycotina subphylum species,
while it is not found in the rest of the fungal kingdom (Figure 3.1.3). This result
indicates a conservation of this RNA Pol I component at fungal species level.
Additionally, the 34.5 subunit Rpa34.5 has no clear protein orthologs although its
PFAM motif (PF08208) is present as well in non-Saccharomycotina species except for
Microsporidia, and suggests that either a domain swapping has occurred or the
genuine ortholog has evolved largely outside the domain region (scenario 3, black - red
/ blue). Core RNA Pol I subunits Rpa190 and Rpa135, which contribute to the intrinsic
polymerase catalytic activity and form the RNA Pol I active center, were present in the
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majority of species at both levels, indicating an ancient preservation of these
components.

Figure 3.1.3. Conservation of the RNA Pol I subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates absence
of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and blue,
presence of two or more (up to ten).

The RNA Pol II subunits show a pronounced conservation scenario overall (Figure
3.1.4), which is also maintained at the domain level. This correlates with the expected
high degree of conservation of the role of RNA Pol II in pre-mRNAs synthesis in
eukaryotes.
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Figure 3.1.4. Conservation of the RNA Pol II subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates
absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and
blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

With respect to the RNA Pol III (Figure 3.1.5), both the Rpc160 and Rpc128 core
subunits have been preserved in all the fungal branches selected, as well as in the rest
of the eukaryotes included in this study. Orthologs of Rpc34, member of the Pol III
subcomplex, were also found throughout the fungi tree, either at protein or domain
structure level. It was not possible to confirm the presence of Rpc31 by orthology
approximation (except for Saccharomycotina), although the domain analysis
corroborated the presence of the PF11705, only absent in Tuber melanosporum,
Candida tenuis, Mucor circinelloides and the entire Microsporidia phylum. Rpc82, other
protein part of the RNA Pol III exclusive subcomplex, displayed a much clearer
conservation pattern at both levels of study. Microsporidia fungi lack clear orthologs of
Rpc53, Rpc37 and Rpc31. Surprinsingly, Rpc31 and Rpc82 were also not identified in
the outgroup species Phytophthora infestans, an oomycete with filamentous growth
and a plant pathogen.
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Figure 3.1.5. Conservation of the RNA Pol III subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates
absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and
blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

C. Transcription factor I, II and III holoenzymes (TFIH, TFIIH and TFIIIH)
Transcription initiation occurs after the assembly of initiation complexes on gene
promoters. During initiation, the three nuclear RNA polymerases are recruited by
general transcription factors that recognize promoter elements in the DNA and help
the polymerase to open the DNA and initiate RNA synthesis (21).
The Core Factor of the RNA Pol I initiation complex that recognises the Core Element
(CE) is formed by Rrn6, Rrn7 and Rrn11. These proteins are only present within the
Saccharomycotina, although further domain examination of these three proteins
revealed the existence of their corresponding motifs in most fungal phyla, with the
repeated absence in Mucoromycotina, Chytridiomycota and Microsporidia. An
additional component of TFIH is Rrn3, a conserved protein at both ortholog and
domain levels in the fungal kingdom, with the exception of Microsporidia.
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Figure 3.1.6. Conservation of the Transcription Factor I holoenzyme subunits. Color code at protein or domain
level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or
domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

The subunits that comprise the TFIIH show globally a high degree of conservation
(Figure 3.1.7). Key proteins like Tbp1 or SUA7/TFIIB were clearly identified in every
clade. The set of proteins composing the TFIID (Taf1, Taf2, Taf7, Taf13 and Taf14),
while generally conserved, have gone through different type of changes. Whereas the
Taf1 and Taf2 ortholog density disposition is similar, the Taf2 domain analysis showed
a full conservation of its two domains (PF0439 and PF01433) compared to the irregular
motif conservation pattern of the four domains of Taf1. Taf13 and Taf14 subunits
presented a similar conservation pattern, with a total absence of orthologs in
Basidiomycota, Glomeromycota, Mucoromycotina, Chytridiomycota and Microsporidia
and a later discovery of single/multi-domain conservation, possibly related with
domain shuffling events. Finally, despite the identification of the majority of TFIIH
subunits (Tfb1, Tfb2, Tfb3, Tfb4, Tfb5, Ssl1, Ssl2 and Kin28), Tfb1 was completely
absent in Microsporidia and there was no evidence for the presence of Tfb5 in some
Ascomycetes like Aspergillus nidulans. Interestingly, Candida species also did not
reveal an ortholog for this TFIIH subunit.
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The heatmaps of the RNA Pol III-mediated transcription factors TFIIIA (Pzf1),
TFIIIB (Brf1 and Bdp1) and TFIIIC (Tfc1, Tfc4 and Tfc7) revealed an important number of
non-Dikarya species lacking orthologs of these proteins, mostly belonging to the
Mucoromycotina and Microsporidia taxonomic groups (Figure 3.1.8). Domain
conservation analyses showed a high number and diversification of motifs, specially
related to two components: the TFIIIC complex subunits Tfc4 and Pzf1, required for
transcription of 5S rRNA. Unfortunately, the annotated PFAM domains for these
proteins appear to be relatively common and therefore are non-specific for the
function of interest. As such, we can conclude little about their conservation pattern.

presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

Figure 3.1.7. Conservation of the Transcription Factor II holoenzyme subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates
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Figure 3.1.8. Conservation of the Transcription Factor III holoenzyme subunits. Color code at protein or domain
level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or
domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

D. Specific activators of RNA Pol II: the Mediator and the SAGA complexes

The Mediator complex is part of the transcription Initiation complex of RNA Pol II (25),
as well as the SAGA complex, which is required for transcription initiation of a subset
of genes (26).
Mediator is possibly one of the most divergent complexes identified in our
analysis (Figure 3.1.9). A first visual data inspection suggested that this complex had
been primarily preserved in Hemiascomycetes (species belonging to Saccharomycotina
subphylum). Ortholog discovery analyses provided evidence for a number of mediator
components being absent in certain fungal branches, a result further confirmed with
the domain conservation heatmaps. This is the case for proteins like the mediator head
module subunit Med8 and the middle subunit Rox3, completely absent in
Basidiomycetes. Other components like Med2 and Pgd1, part of the mediator tail
module, were exclusively found on Hemiascomycetes species. Once again, organisms
belonging to Microsporidia displayed a poor conservation of this complex. Soh1 and
Med6 are the only Mediator proteins clearly retained by these microorganisms.

presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

Figure 3.1.9. Conservation landscape of the Mediator complex subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates
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The SAGA complex analysis initially revealed a better complex preservation in
Ascomycota and Basidiomycota (Figure 3.1.10). The subunit Sus1, initially thought to
be yeast-exclusive based on the orthology in silico approximation, was further
examined, finding that the unique domain was absent in Ascomycota but present in
Basidiomycota and some non-Dikarya groups. A similar result was found in the case of
the Sgf11 component. With the exception of these two proteins and the Microsporidia
clade, the SAGA domain architecture integrity has been maintained in the majority of
fungi.

E. Proteins involved in transcription termination
Transcription termination is required for partitioning the genetic information since it
defines the boundaries of transcriptional units and prevents the RNA Pol II from
interfering with downstream DNA elements (27). There are several termination
pathways for RNA Pol II-dependent transcription, and include the cleavage and
polyadenylation factor (CPF)/cleavage factor (CF)-dependent pathway, and the Nrd1–
Nab3–Sen1 (NNS)-dependent pathway.
The integrity of the non-coding RNA termination-related Nrd1 complex (Nrd1,
Nab3 and Sen1 proteins) is maintained clearly in the Dikarya subkingdom at protein
level (Figure 3.1.11). Since the PFAM domains identified within the proteins of this
complex are found in a wide range of proteins beyond those involved in RNA
processing, our domain analysis was not able to provide novel information about their
conservation. The exonuclease Rat1, required for transcription termination, is present
in the majority of fungi. We found only five species, namely Zymoseptoria tritici, C.
tenuis, Pleurotus ostreatus, Gloeophyllum trabeum and Phycomyces blakesleeanus,
where both the ortholog and the XRN 5'-3' exonuclease N-terminus domain (PFAM
accession PF03159) were not identified.

one protein or domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

Figure 3.1.10. Conservation of the SAGA complex subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of
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Figure 3.1.11. Conservation of components involved in transcription termination. Color code at protein or domain
level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or
domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

II.

Evolution of the polyadenylation machinery

The 3’end processing of pre-mRNAs is a key step required for the formation of
polyadenylated transcripts (28, 29). It is a nuclear process, tightly coupled to
transcription and splicing. During this process, first a specific endonucleolytic cleavage
determined by CPSF73 in higher eukaryotes or Cft2/Ydh1 in yeast takes place at their
3’ends. The 3' UTR length varies depending at what distance from the stop codon the
cleavage has occurred. This variability on 3' UTR length is an important feature that
can influence translation of mRNA isoforms (30-32). The addition of a polyadenosine
tail by poly(A) polymerases completes the 3’end processing, and the length of poly(A)
tails can influence mRNA stability, transport and/or translation, representing an
additional level of regulation to gene expression (33).
A high-level overview of the conservation status of all the proteins implicated in
this polyadenylation process made evident that these complexes have undergone few
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changes in terms of protein conservation, with special emphasis in fungal species
belonging to the Dikarya subkingdom.
A. The Cleavage Factor IA / IB complexes
Cleavage Factor IA (CFIA) is comprised of the proteins Pcf11, Clp1, Rna15 and Rna14.
Cleavage Factor IB (CFIB) consists of the RNA-binding protein Hrp1, which is tightly
associated with CFIA. The proteins forming these complexes are involved in both
cleavage and polyadenylation steps.
CFIA and CFIB composition has been maintained in Ascomycota and
Basidiomycota (Figure 3.1.12). The insect pathogenic fungus Metarhizium acridum
lacked both the ortholog and the specific Pcf11 domain (PFAM accession PF11526),
suggesting an absence of this component in this fungal species. Interestingly, this
domain was also absent in many Ascomycota and the entire Basidiomycota phylum, in
contrast to the putative orthologs found in the first place.
A very similar ortholog phylogenetic distribution was found in the case of Clp1.
Additional Clp1 orthologs were found in the majority of Mucoromycotina species, the
amphibian chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis and the outgroup species.
The domain structure of Clp1, with the N-terminal domain (PF16573), the P-loop
domain (PF16575) and the pre-mRNA cleavage complex II domain (PF06807), was
found to be maintained by the vast majority of the species, including some fungal
species that lacked a clear Clp1 ortholog like Encephalitozoon cuniculi or Rhizopus
oryzae. In M. acridum the domain organization of Clp1 was compromised, and only
retained the P-loop domain. Protein orthologs of Rna14 and Rna15 followed a similar
pattern in the Dikarya species, with a higher preservation level in Microsporidia
compared to Pcf11 and Clp1. Domain analysis of both proteins showed a strong motif
persistence, with the exception of P. blakesleeanus, which lacks the two most specific
domains of Rna15, and the Microsporidia phylum, whose Rna15 has no C-terminal
domain required for the interaction with Pcf11 and the 3’end processing event (34).
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Figure 3.1.12. Conservation of the CFIA/B complex subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates
absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and
blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

B. The Cleavage and Polyadenylation Factor complex
The CPF complex analyses indicated a good degree of protein conservation highly
supported by the fact that full orthology coverage was found in the whole range of
Dikarya, with the notable exception of Pap1 (Figure 3.1.13). Because this protein fulfills
a key role in the polyadenylation reaction, we investigated its domain abundance.
Structural motif analysis of Pap1 revealed that the central domain (PF04928) and the
RNA binding domain (PF04926) were present in all species, including Basidiomycetes,
which hints at a possible domain swap. Further in silico confirmation of this hypothesis
is required, i.e. looking at the assembly of known PFAM domains within a single
protein (presence/absence, and order) in each species to determine if any of them
have a similar overall structure.
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Figure 3.1.13. Conservation of the CPF complex subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black indicates
absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog, and
blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).

C. The metazoan Cleavage Factor I complex and poly(A)-binding proteins
The metazoan CFIm complex is a heterotetrameric complex consisting of two small
subunits of 25 kDa and two large subunits of 59, 68 or 72 kDa. CFIm25 enhances the
efficiency of poly(A) site cleavage by selecting a canonical or non-canonical poly(A) site
and recruiting the 3′end processing machinery. Two poly(A)-binding proteins, Pab1 and
Pab2, have also been included for the orthology and domain conservation analyses.
These two proteins regulate the polyadenosine tail length, among other functions.
The poly(A)-binding protein Pab1, either at the ortholog or the motif
arrangement level, seems to be present in the vast majority of the fungal
representatives selected (Figure 3.1.14). Domain analysis of Pab2 only reflected the
presence of generic RNA-recognition motifs (PF00076) or RRMs. The ortholog density
results for Pab2 showed a very similar distribution to Pab1, with the exception of the
Microsporidia phylum that lacks this protein.
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Ortholog and domain architecture distribution results of CFfI25 (Cleavage and
polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 5) showed a number of species lacking this
protein at both levels: Microsporidia, Mucor circinelloides and, as already known (12),
the Hemiascomycetes class. The “non-specialized” RRM domain present in Rbp35
forced us to a deeper analysis to further confirm the results obtained in the ortholog
discovery graph. We found that Rbp35 was also missing in the previously mentioned
fungal species, and other species belonging to the Mucorales, Glomeromycota,
Basidiomycota. A clear ortholog of this protein was also not foun in the ascomycetous
Grosmania clavigera. Due to the high conservation of Rbp35 in this clade, its absence
might be due to a poor genome annotation. Although Hemiascomycetes were not
expected to contain the CfI25/Rbp35 complex; we confirmed the presence of these
two proteins in the yeast Yarrowia lipolytica, as well as a full conservation of all the
domains of interest.

D. The Ccr4-Not complex
The Ccr4-Not complex is a multisubunit complex contributing to the regulation of gene
expression at all steps. In the nucleus it influences post-translational modifications of
the chromatin required to activate transcription, associates with transcription factors
as well as RNA Pol II, interacts with mRNA export factors, controls mRNA quality in the
nucleus prior their export to the cytoplasm, and regulates poly(A) tail length (35).
The Ccr4-Not complex heatmaps showed a phylogenetic landscape where nonDikarya species had a lower ortholog abundance in comparison to the rest of taxa
(Figure 3.1.15). Caf130 and Caf40 have been reported as novel Ccr4-Not components
(36). Focusing on these two components, our results suggest that Caf130 is only
present in budding yeast. Regarding Caf40, its domain preservation was maintained
along the whole range of both fungal and outgroup species chosen. Similarly to other
RNA-related proteins, the Caf130 interactor protein Btt1 (37), seems to be absent in
Microsporidia.
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Figure 3.1.14. Conservation of the metazoan CFI complex subunits and poly(A)-binding proteins. Color code at
protein or domain level: black indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of
one protein or domain ortholog, and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten).
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Figure 3.1.15. Conservation of the Ccr4-Not complex subunits. Color code at protein or domain level: black
indicates absence of orthologs in either of the two levels; red indicates presence of one protein or domain ortholog,
and blue, presence of two or more (up to ten). *In this case, the protein that is present in yeast has no identified
functional domains in the InterPro database; as such, though the orthologue may exist at the overall sequence level,
no results are found (white bar) at the domain level because it lacks any InterPro record.

Discussion
Several studies have provided a detailed overview regarding the conservation and
structural evolution of RNA polymerases (21, 22, 38). These studies were focused in
understanding how these protein complexes involved in a highly conserved process
such as RNA synthesis, have diverged in the three domains of life, i.e. eukaryotes,
bacteria and archaea. The results described in this chapter represent a formal in silico
approach to study the global conservation status of the machineries involved in RNA
synthesis and pre-mRNA 3’end processing within the fungal kingdom. We have
examined the set of protein complexes that take part in these processes at two
different levels: orthology and protein domain conservation.
Regarding transcription-related complexes, we looked not only at the RNA Pol I,
II and III, but also included in our studies the transcription factor I, II and III
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holoenzymes, and the Mediator, SAGA and transcription termination complexes. In
most fungal species, we detected the presence of the core subunits of the three RNA
polymerases, namely Rpa190 and Rpa135 (RNA Pol I), Rpb1 and Rpb2 (RNA Pol II) and
Rpc160/Rpc128 (RNA Pol III). However, our results suggest that, at either one or both
of the levels studied (orthology or protein domain), some additional components of
the transcription-related complexes are exclusively present within specific fungal
taxons (Summary Table 3.1). This is the case for Med2 and Pgd1 from the Mediator
complex, or the A14 subunit of the RNA Pol I Rpa14, which are only seen in species
belonging to the Saccharomycotina subphylum. These in silico data also suggest that
some proteins have been lost or evolved differently only within one or few fungal
species as it is the case for both Candida species that lack the TFIIH component Tfb5
(39).
In the case of the Dikarya species, the global orthology results point at a
general conservation of the majority of the protein complexes compared to other
fungal groups like Mucoromycotina or Microsporidia. The transcriptional protein
complexes of Microsporidia differed clearly from the rest of the fungal species, since a
considerable number of proteins were not present in this taxonomic group. The results
found within these obligate intracellular parasites are in accordance with previous
studies (40). It seems clear that, although key processes like transcription are tightly
interconnected in eukaryotes, they may operate very differently in Microsporidia.
A phylogenetic comparative study of the pre-mRNA 3’end processing factors
has been previously reported in 14 species of the tree of life, but this work included
only two fungal species, fission and budding yeasts (41). The authors examined the set
of basal polyadenylation factors in eukaryotes and archaea at various levels of
granularity, finding that most of these components are conserved. Together with our
studies, these findings support the idea that the polyadenylation of pre-mRNAs is an
ancient process.
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Table 3.1. Summary table of the most significant cases of protein components that are absent in the
transcription machineries. Only the protein/s with a clear absence pattern are represented here (black-black
scenario). Black boxes stand for a complete absence in all the species of the branch, dark grey (**) represent ≥70%
of species missing the protein and light grey (*) represent an absence between 25-50% of the species. If the
percentage is lower, the species missing the protein are written in each case.
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The results of the phylogenetic analysis of the fungal 3’end processing
machinery also shows a general conservation, with few differences in the composition
of polyadenylation protein complexes within the Dikarya species. Our data points
again to Microsporidia as the fungal group with the least conserved protein complexes.
In correlation with previous data (41), the yeast species included in our study, with the
exception of Y. lipolytica, did not reveal homologs for any of the components of the
metazoan CFIm complex, i.e. Rbp35 and CFf25. This in silico result poses an interesting
research question, which needs experimental confirmation. Our ortholog discovery
analysis regarding Rbp35 has shed some light on the conservation of this protein
within the fungal kingdom, confirming the clear absence in fission and budding yeasts,
and an apparent ortholog absence in other fungal species not reported before. The
yeast Hrp1 replace the role carried out by the CFIm complex in metazoans. The
filamentous fungi included in our study contain both, the Rbp35/CFI f25 complex and
Hrp1. These evidences hint the existence of 3’end processing mechanisms exclusive to
the fungal kingdom. Further experimental studies are required to understand why
filamentous fungi have retained proteins with apparently overlapping functions.
A deeper in silico examination using an increased number of fungal species, and
including machineries that take part in other RNA-mediated processes such as splicing
and translation will provide us a better understanding of the evolution of the
complexes involved in RNA processing in fungi.

Materials and Methods
Sequences databases and orthology discovery
Genome and orthology data for Mucor circinelloides, Phycomyces blakesleeanus,
Rhizopus oryzae, Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens, and Phytophthora infestans
were retrieved from the Orthologous MAtrix project database1. Genome sequences,
gene annotations and orthologs relationships for the rest of species were downloaded
from the Ensembl Fungi database (18), corresponding to the data contained in
Ensembl Genomes2 release 30.
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Protein structure architecture and domain comparison
Protein architecture for every ortholog was examined using an InterProScan 5 REST
Python client. The domains of interest for each ortholog were looked up in the
complete proteome of each species in our study. Domain comparison files were
obtained by running the output InterProScan .tsv files through a custom Python script.
The PFAM protein family was selected for whole domain visualization (20).

Phylogenetic tree reconstruction
Seven highly conserved housekeeping genes were used for the phylogenetic
reconstruction of the fungal species tree: Actin, Diphthine synthase, Glutamine tRNA
synthetase, RNA Polymerase III, TFIIH, DNA Topoisomerase III, and Exportin 1. The
corresponding orthologs for each selected fungal species were concatenated all
together and the phylogenetic tree reconstruction was performed with the ETE toolkit
(42). The tool was run with the phyml-default-bootstrap analysis option, with a 100
bootstrap input value. Tree visualization and formatting was performed using Figtree3
v1.4.1.

Online resources
1. http://omabrowser.org/oma/home/
2. http://fungi.ensembl.org/info/genome/compara/homology_method.html
3. http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/
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CHAPTER 3.2
The Plant-Pathogen Interactions
Ontology (PPIO)
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Abstract
Interactions between plants and plant-pathogenic microorganisms have both scientific
and economic importance, and are particularly relevant in the domain of biodiversity.
While semantically-oriented resources exist that describe certain aspects of plant
phenotypes, biodiversity, and plant disease, few are designed specifically to be used
together with rich semantic reasoning, and none are specifically aimed at describing
the interplay between plants and the organisms that infect them.

This chapter

describes the modeling and de novo construction of the Plant-Pathogen Interactions
Ontology (PPIO), whose axiomatic models allow the integration of, and inference over,
plant-pathogen interaction datasets in a semi-or fully-automated manner.
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Introduction
Plants can be susceptible to attack by a wide range of pathogenic bacteria, fungi or
other organisms (1-3). If the plant’s defense barriers are overcome, the infection
process(es) can ultimately result in the death of the plant. Even if the plant survives,
pathogenic processes may have significant effects on economically important traits
such as crop yield (4). As a consequence, there is significant interest in capturing and
curating plant/pathogen interaction data (5, 6). The study of plant-pathogenic
microorganisms also provides a stark example of the increasing relevance of
biodiversity research in the area of plant pathology. Plant pathogenic reported
bacteria belong to a wide range of genera, including Erwinia, Pectobacterium, Pantoea,
Agrobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, Burkholderia, Acidovorax, Xanthomonas,
Clavibacter, Streptomyces, Xylella, Spiroplasma, and Phytoplasma. However, this list is
constantly expanding, and with the rapid improvement of experimental techniques,
the number of identified plant-pathogenic bacteria genera has rapidly increased (7).
Thus, the field is notable for its broad diversity of participating organisms - both plant
and pathogen - where each participant has distinct genetic, genomic, and
environmental features.
Unfortunately, the collection and assembly of this wealth of diverse data is a
highly distributed process, undertaken by many research teams worldwide, and
sometimes even by individual land-workers themselves. Similarly, the curation and
storage of subsets of this data is distributed and, by-and-large, uncoordinated,
generally arising as a result of the specific needs of a given research group that
undertakes the responsibility for their subset of interest. As a result, there is a large
amount of both structured and unstructured, curated and non-curated, data in this
domain of interest. Nevertheless, novel discovery and advances in plant health can
only be achieved when the data and knowledge in these repositories is much more
tightly integrated, both with each other, and with other well-curated core
bioinformatics resources such as the more generally-applicable protein knowledge
housed in UniProt or the biochemical/biological pathway knowledge housed in KEGG.
A specific example of this problem is raised in this thesis. Our ability to interpret the
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domain structure and orthology evolutionary patterns for the RNA Processing genes is
limited by our ability to automatically identify, collect, integrate, and associate
biological and pathological information for each of the species in the study, though
RNA Processing has been shown to have a significant role in the pathogenesis of, for
example, M.oryzae.
One approach to facilitate integration over distributed and non-coordinated
data repositories is to improve the “FAIRness” of the data itself. As previously reported
in this thesis, the FAIR Guiding Principles endorse a set of recommendations for an
enhanced data publication/management paradigm (8). In the domain of plant
pathogen interactions, however, there is an immediate, significant barrier that inhibits
implementation of these FAIR principles. The F (Findable) and I (Interoperable) facets
of FAIR require that data be annotated using widely-accepted formal vocabularies that
are published and discoverable, and the data be modeled and published using open,
machine-readable standards. With respect to plant pathogen interactions, nether the
vocabularies, nor the models, existed at the time this investigation began. As such, it
was necessary to create such vocabularies and models, de novo. In this thesis chapter,
therefore, I describe the investigative and engineering/design steps taken to build the
Plant Pathogen Interaction Ontology - a formal ontological model representing the
entity-relationships that hold within this knowledge domain, and a formal vocabulary
that can be used to describe and annotate the relevant data.

Objectives
It is, clearly, highly desirable to pursue initiatives that will make plant pathogen
interaction data easier to integrate, explore, and interpret. The effectiveness of
Semantic Web technologies to manage large, distributed datasets has been
demonstrated in other areas of the life sciences (See Discussion section). However, to
date, Semantic Web tools have not been extensively applied to the knowledge domain
of plant-pathogenic bacteria interactions. Our core objectives in this section of the
thesis are therefore:
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I.

Identify the core features and overarching model shared by all plant-pathogen
interactions, using both historical and contemporary modeling perspectives.

II.

Create a formal logical model, using OWL, that captures those features and
associates them with particular categories and relations - the Plant Pathogen
Interactions Ontology (PPIO).

III.

Use this OWL model to organize, annotate, and categorize a small set of plant
pathogen interaction data.

IV.

Determine if the logical model is accurate by executing automated reasoning
over the model-plus-data, and evaluating the truth or accuracy of any novel
assertions about the data that arise from this.

V.

Determine if the model can be automatically updated as new biological
knowledge emerges, using a novel importation pipeline based on logical rules.

Results
Pre-Modeling
Throughout this section, we will use italics to indicate terms (classes or properties) that
are represented in the semantic model. For example, Interaction is the category of the
model that describes the interaction between a pathogen and its host, and
is_manifested_as is a property of Interaction.
The concepts required to construct the PPIO were identified through a manual
process of consulting the scholarly literature and “scraping” a number of Web
resources. There were two primary resources. The first1 contained diverse datasets
related to various Pseudomonas syringae pathogenic strains. This page provided a
bridge to other Web resources where additional datasets and concepts were
collected2. Together, these pages provided the concepts required to model hosts,
pathogens, interactions, environmental factors, and phenotypic traits affected by the
pathogenesis. The second source of modeling information was the Pathogen Host
Interaction Database (9), which contains complementary information to the other
resources in that it focuses on information about the consequences of genetic
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mutations on the pathogenicity of an interaction. From this resource we gathered the
concepts required to model the genetic context of an interaction (limited to the
genotype of the pathogen), the experimental processes that are undertaken to study
the effects of genetic changes on pathogenesis, and the relationships between
pathogens, pathogenic strains, and the genes they carry. Once the relevant classes
and properties had been catalogued, ontological modeling was undertaken using the
ontology editor Protégé v4.2.03.

Selection of a core semantic model
Certain decisions at the model level enable us to more extensively use third-party
vocabularies and ontologies when the model is filled with data. This enhances both
human and machine-readability and comprehensibility, allowing us to rigorously
address the Interoperability and Reusability principles of FAIR, which encourages
reusing established vocabularies whenever possible (I), and using as many of these
elements as possible (R).
As the base of our model, we selected the SemanticScience Integrated
Ontology (SIO) (10). SIO was specifically designed for the representation of scientific
data, and is published under a Creative Commons license. It is therefore compatible
with the “I” principle of FAIR, which requires that vocabularies be publicly available.
The core semantic model of SIO breaks the world into Objects and Processes, each of
which may have roles, capabilities, and/or qualities. It is, however, its approach to
modeling observational data that is of most interest to us in the context of PPIO.
From a purely pragmatic perspective, the use of SIO forces us to model
observations in a manner that is (a) easier for machines to explore, and (b) more
amenable to capture of rich provenance information. For example, when using SIO,
literal values (words, numbers, dates, etc.) are only allowed in the context of a single
predicate - has value. As a result, observational data elements such as phenotypic
descriptions cannot be attached to a Linked Data node by an arbitrary ‘has description’
predicate. Rather, we are forced to model descriptions as Description objects in their
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own right, and these objects then have a SIO has value property leading to the textual
data. This has two benefits. First, generic data-parsing software can be written to
consume data that adhere to these models, since the qualitative/quantitative data is
always located in a predictable context (i.e. after the has value predicate). Second,
since everything else must be modeled as an object, other useful metadata can be
associated with these objects. For example, with the Description node just mentioned,
we could add metadata properties related to authorship, revision date, citation
information, etc. relevant to individual phenotypic descriptions. Thus, our selection of
SIO makes it straightforward to adhere to the citation and provenance requirements of
the FAIR Reusability (“R”) principle by providing numerous, high-granularity, yet
predictable locations to carry this provenance data. In addition, we more closely
adhere to the Findability and Accessibility aspects of FAIR in that every data
component - for example, each Description - has an independent and resolvable URI.

Design principles and high-level overview of classes
The main goal pursued during the modeling process was to semantically capture as
much of the biological knowledge within the data as possible. In particular, a special
effort was made to model the disease triangle4 (Figure 3.2.1). This idea - one of the
cornerstones of plant pathology - asserts that three factors must be present at the
same time for a disease to occur: a virulent pathogen, a susceptible host, and a
propitious environment. If any one of these components is missing, plant disease will
not take place. Moreover, if one of the components of the triangle is manipulated, the
disease severity may be affected. Thus, the interactions between hosts and pathogens
are contextually-dependent on both internal factors (e.g. genotype) and external
factors (environment). In addition, while it is often the case that the precise contextual
details of the interaction are unknown, they may one day become known - for
example, the specific allele sequence that leads to an altered phenotype. For this
reason, we decided to include in our model a set of conceptual entities we refer to as
“contexts”. There are contexts for interactions, for hosts, for pathogens, and for
environmental factors, and these represent “placeholders” for information, even if it is
not available or only partially available. An Interaction Context has properties related
to the phenotypic description of the interaction in that context, including the disease
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name, and the scientific Protocol by which that interaction context was constructed
(for example, a gene-knockout experiment). Within the scope of each Interaction
Context are the Environmental Context, the Host Context, and the Pathogen Context
(Supplementary Figure S2). These contextual nodes carry information that is specific to
each of the disease-triangle participants, such as the genotype of the pathogen (if
known).

Figure 3.2.1. The disease triangle schema. a) Disease (represented in PPIO as Susceptibility phenotype class) only
occurs when the interaction of a susceptible host (Host plant class), a virulent pathogen (Plant pathogen class), and
a suitable environment (Environmental parameter class) takes place. b ,c, d, e) Disease magnitude can shift if one or
all the factors are manipulated.

With respect to Environmental context, the first vertex of the disease triangle, a variety
of environmental observations can be used to annotate individuals of this class, where
each observation must be a member of the Environmental parameter class, or its
subclasses. The subclasses represent our initial attempts to capture the full set of
abiotic parameters that mediate the infection processes within the subset of plant
pathogens represented in our accumulated data. These parameters, therefore,
represent the types of observations or measurements that would be useful for
describing the environmental circumstances of a plant/pathogen interaction. For
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example, the crucial parameter of moisture (Moisture parameter) was modeled using
published biological knowledge (11). The availability of macro and micronutrients
(Nutrient availability), as well as the soil type (Soil trait) and the atmospheric
temperature (Temperature range), are the other environmental parameters modeled
using a combination of discussion with biologists, exploration of the literature, and
exploration of the kinds of observations in our accumulated datasets.
Most of these Environmental parameter subclasses are not strongly
axiomatized with respect to the expected influence on pathogenesis, due in part to the
lack of well-organized knowledge about environmental influences on pathogenesis
that would be amenable to automated extraction. Nevertheless, we show in Figure
3.2.2 how rich logical axiomatization of these environmental parameters this could be
accomplished to provide very powerful reasoning behaviors. In that example, we show
the axiomatic definition of High relative humidity favors stomatal opening. Elsewhere
in the ontology there are branches of the PPIO that can be used to describe the
physiological traits of pathogens such as their Entry in the host procedure, where one
possibility is Entry through stomata. Therefore, the combination of an environmental
annotation of High relative humidity, and a pathogen annotation Entry through
stomata, could be passed to a logical reasoner which would automatically generate
the (novel) assertion that that particular pathogen would be more successful at
infection under those environmental conditions.
Adhering to the “I” (Interoperable) requirements of FAIR, we re-use external
ontologies as much as possible. In this case, we utilize the Plant Trait Ontology (PTO)
(12) as the source of traits that may be under environmental influence; stomatal
opening, in this example, comes from the biological process trait branch of the Plant
Trait Ontology.
The Organism class is broken into two subclasses - Plant and Plant Pathogen that have been strongly axiomatically modeled to capture details within the extracted
biological data, and describe either the plant or the pathogenic organism’s biological
features. For example, Host plant and Resistant plant are axiomatically modeled as
shown in Figure 3.2.3, where they are defined based on their susceptibility to a
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pathogenic organism, and their expression of a phenotype. Pathogens are
axiomatically modeled to constrain members to only those individuals that cause a
phenotype in plants that are logically defined as Host plant.

Figure 3.2.2. The Environmental parameter class. Many environmental factors can influence in the outcome of an
interaction, here captured as subclasses of the Environmental parameter class (left). Further axiomatization of the
subclasses (right) with other classes present in PPIO will allow the generation of novel assertion through logical
reasoning.

With the intention of modeling organism taxonomies, these subclasses are linked to
the NCBITaxon_1 class, that incorporates both a bacterial and plant genera hierarchy
with their corresponding taxon identification number as provided by the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
The physiological state of a plant can often be inferred visually by observing its
expressed phenotype, and one of the intended (downstream) uses of the PPIO is in
diagnostic applications. Thus, significant effort was made towards modeling plant
phenotypes, in the form of several classes specifically created to meticulously
represent plant and bacterial phenotypic traits, as well as showing the interconnection
between these classes. The high-level model is diagrammed in Figure 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.2.3. Axiomatic modeling of Host Plant, Resistant Plant and Plant Pathogen classes. A thorough
axiomatization of these entities (right panels) was carried out, providing a strong logic base for future inference
steps.

The Pathogen physiology trait class is divided into two subclasses and describes both
ecological features and penetration strategies into the host cellular structure. The class
hierarchy, shown in Figure 3.2.5, captures and expands important phenomena like the
dispersion mechanisms, the different survival strategies or the pathogenic growth
type. Apart from this, the mechanisms pathogens use to penetrate into the host
cellular network are also represented, divided into processes that mediate entry
through natural openings or wounds.
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Figure 3.2.4. Representation and relation of the phenotype-related knowledge contained in PPIO. By expressing
each different OWL property in a different color, this OntoGraf-generated image shows the multiple links between
the organisms and the various phenotypic manifestations.

Figure 3.2.5 OntoGraf depiction of the Pathogen physiology trait class full hierarchy.
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A pathogenic infection of a susceptible host will usually result in an altered phenotype,
that comes-about through some physiological infective process. We model these using
the Phenotype and the Phenotypic process classes (Figure 3.2.6). These two classes
semantically capture the output of the interaction between the plant and the bacteria.
The Phenotype class contains the semantic representation of the final outcomes of the
interaction, that is, a resistance response or the development of the disease. In the
first case, the Resistance phenotype subclass contains various resistance mechanisms
known in plants, such as cell wall reinforcement, hypersensitive response and the
production of antimicrobial compounds. On the other hand, the disease situation,
modeled as the Susceptibility phenotype subclass, is divided into four subclasses that
describe general susceptibility situations. These four subclasses are:
1. Abnormal growth development phenotype, related to alterations of the growth
regulatory system of the host.
2. Color variation phenotype, related with alterations in the chloroplasts or
related organelles.
3. Tissue disintegration phenotype, related with the manifestation of the bacterial
enzymatic action on the host cells.
4. Vascular system damage phenotype, referring to detrimental variations in the
plant vascular system.
The Phenotypic process class, aimed at representing the observed symptoms plants
exhibit as a consequence of the alterations at the cellular level exerted by the
microorganism, is divided into several subclasses. Each one of these ontological
representations is specified as part of the one or more of the aforementioned
Susceptibility phenotype subclasses. For example, the Chlorotic stripe lesion subclass is
axiomatically modeled as resulting in a Color variation phenotype while Canker is even
more deeply axiomatically described, including the Plant Trait Ontology features it
affects in a vegetative and/or fruiting body infection (stem morphology or fruit color,
respectively), as well as being classified as something that causes a Vascular system
damage phenotype and a Tissue disintegration phenotype, according to the
symptomatology of this type of lesion (Figure 3.2.6). The remaining symptoms in the
Phenotypic process class have been modeled using the same approach.
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Figure 3.2.6.Modeling of Phenotype and Phenotypic process classes. Both Resistance phenotype and Susceptibility
phenotype subclasses represent the final aftereffect of the interaction, either with the disease development or a
resistance response. These responses as represented in the ontology as different subclasses (upper part). Every
phenotypic response in PPIO, like Canker or Chlorotic lesion (middle and lower part) are deeply axiomatized and
connected to one or more Susceptibility phenotype subclasses.

Finally, the Trait class contains various physiological, biochemical and molecular plant
traits. This class was built by importing the Plant Trait Ontology (PTO) into PPIO,
therefore following ontology best practices, and FAIR reusability practices. The traits
defined by different PTO classes are used to describe the effects of a bacterial attack
on a susceptible host. This is accomplished by axiomatically relating the Trait class with
both Phenotype and Phenotypic process classes within the PPIO. As a result, the
axiomatic interconnection of the Susceptibility phenotype, Phenotypic process and the
Trait class assures a solid way to semantically express the disease outcome situation.
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Materials and Methods
Minting URIs
In keeping with best practices in the life science ontology community, and the FAIR “F”
principle, we take advantage of the PURL infrastructure to create URIs that have
significant longevity. The ontology URI (http://purl.oclc.org/PPIO) is HTTP resolvable
and permanent, and redirects to our laboratory’s server at biordf.org; however, the
redirection is configurable such that it could point to another server in the future. The
identifiers for entities (classes, individuals and object properties) are alphanumeric,
with a URI of the type http://purl.oclc.org/PPIO#PPIO_NNNNNNN. Every entity has an
informative rdfs:label annotation, thus following the FAIR guideline for being both
machine-readable, and human-readable.

Ontology production
As knowledge on certain scientific domains of interest evolves and increases,
ontologies containing that knowledge must also keep in the same pace (13).
Unfortunately, ontology maintenance is still challenging task, due to the complexity of
the changes that need to be made. Automatic or semi-automatic maintenance
processes are ideal to solve the problem of ontology evolution.
The development of PPIO is automated as much as possible, since it is designed
to be expanded to adapt to new species/phenotypes as they are described. The core
ontological structure, including the axiomatization of the core classes, was undertaken
manually as described earlier, based on our exploration of published biological
knowledge. Subsequently, most of the remaining ontological concepts are produced
programmatically using the Galaxy platform, a bioinformatics-oriented workflow
environment (14). Within Galaxy, the workflow required to automatically enrich the
PPIO is defined once, and then executed for each release. This also allows us to plug
PPIO synthesis directly into other Bioinformatics tools, thus enabling and simplifying
additional ontological enrichment in the future. The workflow adds the necessary
entities and axioms5 as follows (see also Figure 3.2.7):
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1. The

organism

taxa

hierarchy

is

produced

by

the

tool

NCBITaxonomy2OWL6. It retrieves user-defined taxa from the NCBI
taxonomy through a BioPortal Web Service and injects these into the
PPIO, reproducing the original taxonomical hierarchy (representing each
rank-subrank as a simple subsumption relation) and adding each taxon
with a resolvable OntoBee7 URI.

2. Since pathogens in PPIO are modeled as OWL individuals, rather than
OWL classes, they cannot be directly related with class hierarchies like
the NCBI taxonomy and the symptoms hierarchy. Therefore, PPIO
exploits OWL punning8, where an individual with the same URI as each
type-class is generated programmatically for those hierarchies. This is
achieved by defining two Ontology Pre Processor Language (OPPL)9
scripts (Supplementary Figure S3) and executing them via OPPL-Galaxy.

3. The linking of pathogens to those hierarchies (e.g., using Manchester
OWL Syntax, NCBITaxon_552 Types Erwinia amylovora, NCBITaxon_552
causes symptom Canker, NCBITaxon_552 causes symptom Blight) is
done later manually.
Through the use of OPPL, any complex axiomatisation - not only punning - can be
defined once and automatically applied every time the workflow is executed,
complying with current best practices for scientific computing that demands
reproducibility - here, we automate as much as possible the manipulation of PPIO,
such that it can more easily be updated as new information becomes available such as
new pathogens and their respective host ranges.
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Figure 3.2.7. Galaxy workflow for producing a release of PPIO. In the first step, NCBITaxonomy2OWL is executed; it
gets the ontology and a flat file containing the NCBI taxonomy IDs, and it adds them to the ontology. Then two OPPL
scripts are executed against the resulting ontology, adding axioms and entities to create an individual for each class
in the hierarchies under NCBITaxon_1 and PPIO_0000069 (Phenotypic process).

Evaluation and Testing
We submitted the data within the PPIO to a reasoning process, in order to test the
accuracy of both the semantic and the biological modeling. We found no logical
inconsistencies while undertaking the reasoning test.
By making use of the inferencing power of the HermiT 1.3.8.3 reasoner10,
members of the Host Plant and Resistant Plant subclasses were automatically inferred.
As such, the reason that a plant is considered a host, or a bacteria is considered a
pathogen, can be determined by exploration of the data, rather than by assertion of
this role. These results were allowed due to the logically rich and consistent
axiomatisation of these two classes.
We found some unexpected inferencing outcomes with respect to the
Susceptibility phenotype and Phenotypic process OWL classes. Most of the new
assertions are generated on the basis of our own axiomatisation of the PPIO subclasses
and the axiomatisation of the PTO classes we used as a reinforcement to model the
symptoms. While some of these automatic inferences fit with biological “reality” (i.e.
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Necrotic lesion equivalent to Abnormal growth development phenotype), some
revealed logical consistency, but do not properly reflect biology. Closer examination
suggested that these biologically incorrect assertions (i.e. Chlorotic lesion as a subclass
of Wilting) were most likely due to the internal subclass hierarchy of the imported PTO
(Figure 3.2.8) and its interconnection with our own axiomatic schema. This shows the
potential problems of re-using third-party ontologies within a reasoning environment.
We hypothesize that revision of the symptoms axiom structure and/or revision of the
PTO hierarchy11 would improve the reasoning results.

Figure 3.2.8. Inference explanation chart of the Chlorotic lesion subclass of Wilting. The axioms containing the
SubClassOf property belong to the PTO, thus leading to the inferred interconnection between the Chlorotic lesion
and Wilting classes.

Discussion
Semantic-oriented initiatives like the OBO foundry (15), which includes Gene Ontology
(16), Bio2RDF (17) or the W3C Semantic Web for Health Care and Life Sciences Interest
Group12 have provided copious evidence supporting the successful application of
semantics to the problem of automated data integration and exploration.
Nevertheless, within the fields of plant biotechnology and phytopathology, it is
surprising how limited the application of these powerful technologies have been, and
to how few resources. Some notable exceptions include the Plant Ontology 13, which
describes plant anatomy, morphology and developmental stages; the previously
mentioned Crop Ontology (18) or the Plant Disease Ontology (IDOPlant) (19), which is
focused on generically describing plant infectious diseases. Comparison between the
IDOPlant and PPIO will reveal that the former constructs a more general model of
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infection where, for example, plant infectious diseases are described as being caused
by either biotic or abiotic agents. The PPIO ontology, in contrast, pursues a knowledge
capture strategy focused on more detailed data concerning interactions between
plants, pathogens and the environment, and the consequences of those interactions.
Finally, the GO extension for description of the Type III Effectors (20) is the
contribution in the plant pathology and microbiology area most related to PPIO. With
this in-mind, the GO extension for type III effectors is designed to capture information
about processes at the host-pathogen level, but with a strong emphasis on effector
protein data. PPIO acts as a more generalized knowledge base; as such, the PPIO fills a
gap in description of pathogenic interactions that does not significantly overlap with
(and in fact, explicitly utilizes and extends) other relevant semantic resources. The endgoal is to create a platform that, combined with others, can act as a key component
within a diagnosis/prevention/alert system, much like clinical decision support systems
in the medical domain. For example, PPIO will make it possible for users to pose, and
answer, questions such as:
1. Is Solanum lycopersicum susceptible to Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato
DC3000?
2. Does a high humidity favour the development of Pectobacterium carotovorum
subsp. carotovorum?
3. What is the phenotype of the disease produced by Dickeya dadantii in Solanum
tuberosum?
4. What is the host range of the pathogen Pseudomonas marginalis pv.
marginalis?
5. What are the environmental conditions that favour fungal infection of rice
cultivars?
6. What mutations affect M. oryzae infection and could these be dependent on
wet or humid environmental conditions?
The inferred knowledge extracted after the reasoning process and its further biological
evaluation reflects the accuracy of the model we designed, and we expect to maintain
and even boost the obtention of this inferred sets of data as the volume of information
in PPIO increases (objective V).
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In summary, our central aim when creating and refining PPIO was to make it a core
resource for re-use by the plant research community. PPIO represents not only a
controlled vocabulary that can be used for FAIR data management, but also a rich
logical description of the plant-pathogen interaction knowledge domain. This latter
feature is a notable distinction from most plant-oriented ontologies. The use of rich
axioms not only enables PPIO to answer complex, multi-faceted questions, but also to
automatically generate new (and potentially non-obvious) knowledge through the
process of reasoning over the logical axioms it contains, together with new data that
has been entered. It is this final feature - machines creating new knowledge - that puts
PPIO definitively into the category of a Web 3.0 resource.

Online resources
1. http://pseudomonas-syringae.org/
2. http://ncppb.fera.defra.gov.uk/
3. http://protege.stanford.edu
4.

http://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/instcomm/TeachingArticles/Pages/DiseaseTriangle.aspx

5. http://biordf.org:8983/u/alejandro/p/galaxy-tools-in-ppio (registration required)

6. http://github.com/mikel-egana-aranguren/NCBITaxonomy2OWL
7. http://www.ontobee.org/
8. https://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/Punning
9. http://oppl.sf.net
10. http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/
11. http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/to/releases/2015-11-12/to.owl
12. http://www.w3.org/blog/hcls/
13. http://www.plantontology.org/
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CHAPTER 3.3
FAIR Data: Semantic PHI-Base and
RNA Evolution Results
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Abstract
Pathogen-Host interaction data is core to our understanding of disease processes and
their molecular/genetic bases. Facile access to such core data is particularly important
for the plant sciences, where individual genetic and phenotypic observations have the
added complexity of being dispersed over a wide diversity of plant species versus the
relatively fewer host species of interest to biomedical researchers. Recently, an
international initiative interested in scholarly data publishing proposed that all
scientific data should be “FAIR” - Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. In
this work, we describe the process of migrating: 1) a database of notable relevance to
the plant sciences - the Pathogen-Host Interaction Database (PHI-base) and 2) the RNA
processing evolution results from chapter 3.1 - to a form that conforms to each of the
FAIR Principles. We discuss the technical and architectural decisions, and the migration
pathway, including observations of the difficulty and/or fidelity of each step. We
examine how multiple FAIR principles can be addressed simultaneously through
careful design decisions, including making data FAIR for both humans and machines
with minimal duplication of effort. We note how FAIR data publishing involves more
than data reformatting, requiring features beyond those exhibited by most life science
Semantic Web or Linked Data resources. We explore the value-added by completing
this FAIR data transformation, and then test the result through integrative questions
that could not easily be asked over traditional Web-based data resources. Finally, we
demonstrate the utility of providing explicit and reliable access to provenance
information, which we argue enhances citation rates by encouraging and facilitating
transparent scholarly reuse of these valuable data holdings.
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Introduction
As described in Section 1.4.2, the FAIR Data Principles are intended to act as guidelines
that allow published scholarly data to be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and
Reusable (1). The FAIR Principles have rapidly been acknowledged and supported by
key international scientific funding agencies such as the NIH (2) and the European
Commission1. This portends that funding agencies may soon mandate, or at a
minimum strongly push for all scholarly output funded via their competitions to be
published following the FAIR Principles. These Principles, however, do not specify any
technological

implementation, which

leaves open

important

research

and

development questions: How can new scientific data publications be made FAIR? How
can legacy data resources be made fair? And in each case, how much effort is required
to do so? Clearly, if FAIR publication is exceedingly difficult, it will be a barrier to
scientific advance if and when FAIR becomes an agency requirement to obtain
research funding.
With these questions in-mind, we undertook two related research and
development activities. First, we wished to publish our own de novo data from the
RNA Metabolism Evolution (RNAME) experiments from Chapter 3.1, using the FAIR
principles as a guide. Second, we wished to re-publish an existing published data
resource (3), tightly related to our plant-pathogen interaction studies, as FAIR data.
The objective is to define a set of pathways and/or technologies that support and
exhibit FAIR-compliant behaviors. In addition, as one of the key laboratories promoting
FAIR, we wish to obtain some frame-of-reference to better understand where to target
the efforts of the FAIR Data Publishing community - on new/emergent data
publication, or on legacy data resources. Given that FAIR Publishing is very recently
emergent, this is a timely opportunity to determine where the greatest return-oninvestment is likely to be by creating the first examples of both, using the most
simplistic approaches possible. The corollary to this is that there is, to date, no other
resource against which we can properly compare our solution. Therefore we must
point-out that this aspect of this work largely consists of engineering activities - can it
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be done, and how? - rather than research, methodology-improvement, or optimization
activities, which are more quantifiable and question-based.

Background Regarding The Datasets
The data arising from our own RNAME Analysis has already been well-described in
Chapter 3.1, so we will not repeat that description here. The portions of that data that
we wished to publish as FAIR data include the heatmap images, the species
information, the protein information and its breakdown into protein complexes, the
protocol by which the data was generated, and finally other core metadata elements
such as authorship, date, citation information, etc.
With respect to our choice of a legacy dataset, the Pathogen-Host Interaction
Database (3) is an important resource for plant sciences and molecular plant pathology
researchers, and is one of the >1600 databases catalogued in the NAR Journal’s
database edition. While not limited to plants, it captures the data relevant to
thousands of plant/pathogen interactions, the resulting phenotypes, and in many
cases information about the molecular/genetic basis of pathogenicity. The PHI-Base
interface2 is designed to support primarily manual exploration. Briefly, it consists of a
Web based query form with both “simple” and “advanced” interfaces, allowing the
user to do a universal keyword search, or select from a pre-populated set of filters that
narrow a search. Search results include hyperlinks to individual matching records. Each
of these records contains a series of informational text fields such as gene name,
submitter name, phenotype, and experimental evidence. Each record also includes
(where possible) cross-reference hyperlinks to Entrez Gene, PubMed, QuickGO, and
other third-party databases. The interface is clearly laid-out and all data elements are
clearly labeled and straightforward to interpret by-eye. With respect to machineaccessibility, there is no application programming interface to the database, and the
database itself is not available for direct query. Search results are provided in HTML
rather than XHTML, and the HTML contains extensive formatting markup for humanreadability, both of which would limit the ability of machines to “scrape” information
from the results pages. Raw data is available for download after agreeing to a freeform description of terms and conditions of use, however the downloads cannot be
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accessed in any automated manner, and the download is all-or-nothing. Downloads
are available in FASTA format, or in a bespoke XML format that lacks a formal XML
Schema. The full database XML file is approximately 7MB.
For a variety of reasons, PHI-Base represents an interesting target for wholesale
FAIR transformation. First, it is a relatively small size with few data facets, and
therefore its migration is a tractable problem for even a small investigative team with
limited resources. It contains a variety of cross-references providing potential entrypoints into domain-critical “big data” resources such as UniProt and PubMed, thus has
the potential to demonstrate the added-value of dynamic, machine-guided data
integration. And finally, it contains functional and phenotypic information of great
importance to plant pathology researchers in academia, industry and government
departments and other organizations, but which often requires integration with
external data in order to be contextually understood or investigated; for example, the
RNAME data from our own study could potentially benefit from being automatically
integrated with the genetic data available in PHI Base. As such, a FAIR representation
of PHI-Base should provide immediate added value for its target community of
researchers, and possibly for the curators of PHI-Base itself.
On the basis of these considerations, we have undertaken to execute a FAIR
transformation of the plant portion of PHI-Base, and we refer to the resulting resource
as “Semantic PHI-Base”. While doing the transformations, we attempted to carefully
document the decisions that were required and the rationale behind the decisions, the
methodology of the transformation, and the particular “pain points” we encountered.
Many of these decisions - particularly with respect to knowledge modeling - have
already been described in detail in Chapter 3.2. As such, in this chapter we will
primarily describe the data transformation itself, and follow this with a discussion of
the kinds of integrative and exploratory power that emerged as a result of executing
this transformation.
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Materials and Methods
Starting data
 PHI-Base: The starting dataset was downloaded from the PHI-Base database,
corresponding to version 3.7 of the data (May 9th 2015). The downloaded XML
file contained 3369 gene records, 4792 interactions, 225 pathogens, 132 hosts,
with 261 registered diseases and 1693 references.
 RNAME: The starting dataset contained a .csv file with the set of
orthologs/paralogs belonging to the transcription (209 proteins) and
polyadenylation (18 proteins) machinery of 39 fungal species of interest and
three outgroup species. These datasets were downloaded through the Ensembl
Genomes (release 30) web database and the Orthologous MAtrix project
database. In addition, we generated another file with the whole-protein
domain information, based on our InterProScan analysis.

General workflow for data publishing
Before we describe the methodology, it is important to note two considerations: First,
although the FAIR Principles are designed to be modular, encouraging gradual,
incremental steps of increasing FAIR-ness, the FAIR transformation described here is
an attempt to be fully comprehensive, addressing every aspect of FAIR-ness, expressed
or implied by the four Principles. Second, every implementation decision was made
using the most simplistic or straightforward technological/architectural choice we
could identify. We acknowledge that, in doing so, we paid no attention to aesthetics,
nor (in some cases) even to common practices within the Linked Data community. Our
primary goal was to transform a legacy data resource into a form that exemplified, to
the maximal extent practical and using minimal effort, the FAIR objectives.
Though data publishing rarely follows a simple sequential workflow, we have
followed the general guidelines for data publishing suggested by (4). They propose that
data publishing proceeds through the phases of Specification, Modeling, Generation,
Linking, Publication, and Exploitation, and give direction regarding the considerations
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at each step. We organize the methodological description below according to these
phases.

1. Specification Phase
A. Selection of the data subset within PHI Base
In the Specification phase, we must select what data is going to be published. We
selected which PHI-Base fields we wished to include in our transformation by visual
inspection of the XML data model. We subjectively decided to restrict our export to
the following fields (named by their XML tag that appears in the original data-dump):
PHI-Base_accession, DB_Type, Accession, Associated_strain, Gene_name, Locus_ID,
Pathogen_NCBI_Taxonomy_ID,
Host_NCBI_Taxonomy_ID,

Pathogen_species,

Experimental_host,

Strain,

Function,

Disease_name,

Phenotype_of_mutant,

Experimental_evidence, In_vitro_growth, AA_sequence, NT_sequence, GO_annotation,
Literature_ID. A description of these fields can be found online3.
The decision to limit our transformation to only the plant related portion of
PHI-Base was based solely on the limited domain-expertise of the authors. Exclusion of
non-botanical records was therefore achieved by manual filtering on the basis of the
authors’ prior-knowledge of plant species names, and plant versus animal pathogens.
B. Selection of the data subset within RNAME Data
Because the RNAME data will involve de novo publication of a dataset used to
generate the results described in Chapter 3.1, the entire dataset will be published
using the FAIR Principles, and no sub-selection is desired.

2. Modeling phase
The modeling of the data follows the PPIO ontology, which is described in detail in
Chapter 3.2. We therefore only describe the most salient details here.
Modeling for RNAME is much simpler, since there is no implicit biological knowledge
within those datasets. The RNAME data only represents data records and the
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relationships between them, therefore can be modeled using the SIO, DCAT, and
Dublin Core ontologies, and the Ortholog Ontology (5) to represent the relationships
between genes and their orthologs.
A. What elements need to be identified, and how?
The FAIR and Linked Data Principles specify that all “entities” (i.e. things that are not
textual or numerical values) must be named using a resolvable URI, and SIO provides a
mechanism for defining a variety of types of entities, including both physical and
conceptual entities. Clearly we must identify, by a URI, the core informational
components of PHI-Base - interactions, hosts, pathogens, genes/alleles, observation
protocols, literature citations, and phenotypes. As discussed earlier, however, the PPIO
includes several conceptual entities - the host, pathogen, and environmental contexts that allow you to make logical inferences. Though PHI Base does not contain sufficient
information to populate the host context or environmental context nodes, from the
perspective of FAIR, inclusion of these conceptual entities as identified individuals
within the dataset allows a key, very useful behavior:

by being explicitly and

permanently identified, these entities can be found and retrieved at any time. This
provides a way for machines to automatically poll the data source to determine if
information related to environmental or host genotype effects on a particular
pathogenesis has become available since it originally downloaded the dataset. This
kind of long-term stability of data entities, and the ability to retrieve them even after
they have been updated, is a key desire of FAIR-oriented infrastructures. As such, we
will make these entities a part of our data model (though they will be “blank”
unannotated individuals in almost all cases).
For the RNAME data, we need to identify a similar set of entities - species,
proteins and protein domains, with images being the notable difference between the
two datasets, since the output from the RNAME analysis pipeline is a set of heatmap
images, and associated tabular data.
For both datasets, once the entities are enumerated we then must evaluate:
first, which of these entities already has a stable FAIR identifier in some third-party
database, versus those entities which are unique to the dataset we are transforming;
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and second, whether these unique local entities are already represented by a local
stable FAIR-compliant identifier.
For the PHI Base data, the decision to mint new identifiers for the “context”
entities was clear, since these entities did not exist prior to our establishment of the
PPIO and the synthesis of Semantic PHI-Base. In the case of other unique entities such
as the records of plant/pathogen interactions, the decision was more complex. There is
a unique, pre-existing URL in PHI-Base for each interaction; however, those URLs do
not adhere to many of the FAIR principles, particularly with respect to resolving to
machine-readable metadata. As such, we chose to also mint novel identifiers for these
Interaction resources (note, however, that we utilize the pre-existing PHI-Base
identifiers at a later stage - see the “FAIR Accessor” section below).
In the case of entities that already have stable identifiers created by thirdparties - proteins, genes, species, and protein domains among them - we were faced
with a different challenge. Good Linked Data practice, and the FAIR Principles, both
direct us to reuse identifiers whenever possible. Unfortunately, many of the resources
that have minted these kinds of identifiers pre-date the establishment of these best
practices, and/or the practices were not followed. As a result, there are often
numerous, stable, yet synonymous third-party identifiers to choose-from when
referring to common entities such as genes, alleles, and taxa. This is problematic
because one of the key reasons for reusing third-party identifiers, and FAIR data in
general, is to facilitate cross-resource queries. Therefore, when faced with the choice
to use, for example, the UniProt identifier for a protein, versus the KEGG or GenBank
identifier for that protein, choosing one or another dramatically simplifies federated
query over resources that utilize that same identifier, but increases the complexity of
federated query over resources that do not.
In response to the need to mediate this identifier proliferation, the
Identifiers.org initiative (6) emerged from the European Bioinformatics Institute.
Identifiers.org minted a “canonical” set of identifiers, intended to represent all life
science entities; however, these identifiers have an additional function to mediate
discovery of synonymous identifiers. Resolving an Identifiers.org Uniform Resource
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Identifier (URI) provides a same-as mapping to equivalent identifiers in other datasets.
Thus for all datasets we decided to model all third-party concept identifiers using an
appropriate Identifiers.org URI. Subsequent sections will reveal how those URIs can be
used.
The final topic to address in this section is the structure of the URIs that must
be minted to represent the new entities. Decisions about the structure of a URI (the
“URI scheme”) are informed by three considerations: first, the ideas proposed by the
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) software architecture (7); second, the need to
design and deploy a simple resolver for all of our locally-defined URIs, in order to
adhere to the FAIR principle of Accessibility (“A”); and third, the community consensus
that stable identifiers should be “opaque”, i.e., that identifying concepts using, for
example, sets of numbers, is preferred over identifying them by a name. We now
explore these considerations in more detail, and how this led to our choice of the URI
structures.
Although REST does not make any reference to URI structure, the REST
principles discourage practices that expose the underlying interface. A practical reason
for this is that RESTful URIs are intended to have extreme longevity. However, the
software that resolves an identifier today is unlikely to be the same software that
resolves that identifier several decades from now. Therefore identifiers that contain
software-specific key/value parameters are unlikely to be stable over time. In our
implementation, therefore, the scheme we select for our URIs will not utilize key/value
parameters.
The second consideration is that the URI nevertheless must be resolved by
software, and this software must be made aware of what identifier is being resolved.
In common RESTful practice, the resolver software is identified by a segment within
the path component of the URI. The software, when triggered, then examines the path
information in the URI to determine the identity of the thing it is being asked to
resolve. Thus, the structure of our URIs will include the name of the resolver software,
followed by the unique identifier of the entity.
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The final technical consideration is the identifier opacity. This is not only a
recommended practice within the life science ontology community4, but an idea
widely adopted by the data management community in general. In the context of the
Web, having an opaque - e.g. numerical - identifier for a concept allows the concept,
and/or the interpretation of that concept, to change over time, without triggering a
desire to change its name. In addition, it encourages other best-practices in Linked
Data, such as using labels on all entities, and including XML language tags on these
labels such that all entities may be described multilingually. Therefore, the structure of
our URIs will be opaque, and all entities will be properly labeled to achieve humanreadability, as required by FAIR.
There was one final non-technical consideration with respect to our minting of
identifiers, and this related to the two distinct data sources. PHI Base is a public
resource, but has a no-derivatives license on the republishing of its content. We
agreed with the PHI Base authors that the FAIR transformation was not, in their
opinion, a derivative, so long as it accurately reflected the content and intent of PHI
Base itself. As such, we decided to separate the URI structures for the PHI Base data,
and the RNAME data, to avoid any mixing of our novel data with the content of PHI
Base.
With these factors in-mind, our URI scheme for PHI Base data follows this
general structure:
http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Resource/type/ID

Our URI scheme for RNAME data follows these general structures (the former to
describe datasets, and the latter to describe records within those datasets, as assigned
by Zenodo5):
http://dx.doi.org/XX.XXXX/zenodo.XXXX
https://zenodo.org/record/XXXXX/files/XXfilenameXX.xxx
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In the case of Semantic PHI-Base, the path fragment /SemanticPHIBase/ is used to
partition this sub-project from other projects hosted on our server; /Resource/ is the
name of our resolver software (see section 4-B); /type/ is a means of explicitly
partitioning our identifier space into different domains of identifiers - examples of
types would be /interaction/ or /hostcontext; and finally /ID is the identifier for the
specific entity of that type, for example /HOSTCON_000123.
In the case of RNAME data, all entities had a URI that was either generated by
the data repository (i.e. Zenodo), or by constructing an Identifiers.org URI for the
entity being described; for example, protein entries from the OMA Orthology
Database6 or the EnsEMBL Fungal7 database. Therefore there was no need to create a
project-specific resolver, nor coin any project-specific URIs.
B. Selection of Ontologies and Vocabularies
In keeping with the intent of the FAIR Principles of Interoperability and Reusability, we
reuse class names and property names from a wide variety of third-party ontologies. In
most cases our prior awareness of the scope and content of each of these ontologies
simplified our discovery and selection of the appropriate term; however, we utilized
tools such as Protégé (8), The BioPortal browser (9) and the ontology lookup service at
EBI (10) to assist us in finding the most appropriate, and specific, class and property
names.
The third-party ontologies within the PPIO, used to model Semantic PHI base
data, include:
 Relation Ontology (RO) (11): Taken from OBO-Foundry. The predicates
has_participant and its inverse participates_in have been used to model
the relationships between individuals and the process that they
participate in. In the PPIO model, has_participant describes the
relationship between an Interaction and its Pathogen and Host. The
depends_on predicate was used to describe the relationship between an
Interaction Context and its respective Pathogen Context and Host
Context.
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 Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) (12): Taken from OBOFoundry. The class Organism was used to categorize Pathogen and Host
model nodes.
 EDAM (13): EDAM contains numerous categorization branches for
bioinformatics data and data-types, allowing us to very precisely
characterize elements of the semantic model such as the specific type of
id number contained in each cross-reference. The ontology terms
selected include: GO Concept ID, Protein Sequence, Protein Accession,
Gene Name, NCBI Taxonomy ID, Locus ID, Nucleotide Sequence and
PubMed Identifier.
 Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO) (14): The following categories were
utilized from EFO: Host, Pathogen, Disease, and Wild Type Genotype.
 Sequence Ontology Feature Annotation (SOFA) (15): We utilized the
category Gene from SOFA to indicate the node-type of the genes, for
which allelic variants are described within PHI-Base.
 Schema.org (16): We utilized the CreativeWork class and citation
property.
 Plant Trait Ontology (TO): We imported this ontology and used some of
its classes, as explained in Chapter 3.2.
Other properties and classes, and the overall root architecture of our data and
semantic model, were adopted from the best-practices guidelines of SIO (see Chapter
3.2).

3. Generation and linking phase
In contrast to (4), we consider these two phases to be inseparable, in that it is not
possible to generate Linked Data that is not linked. Further, while they suggest using
‘same-as’ relationships to create cross-references between one dataset and another,
we propose that it is more appropriate (and more FAIR) to simply re-use the identifiers
used by the third-party dataset. Finally, our utilization of the Idenfiers.org mediator
system obviates the need for any post-facto linking phase beyond the data generation
phase, as we can dynamically create same-as linkages by querying the Identifiers.org
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resource (see Discussion section). As such, we address these two phases as a single
step.
A. PHI Base - Data cleansing and harmonization
A deeper look at the PHI-Base data composition revealed some format and syntaxrelated concerns, particularly with respect to inconsistent capitalization and
punctuation of descriptive terms. This was most prevalent in the In_vitro_growth XML
field. Solving this reduces term-redundancy, which enhances the ability to ensure
comprehensive responses to queries over these fields. To achieve this, we followed an
identity-mapping procedure: the same term, even if named differently, was assigned
the same globally-unique URI (as required by FAIR’s “F” Principle), and these were then
published as a formal controlled vocabulary in OWL using the URI scheme for
vocabulary terms defined above. The mapping files enabling this process were
generated largely through a manual process of inspection.
A similar identity-mapping process was required due to the occasional use of
organism common-names within the Pathogen_species and Experimental_host fields.
In this case, the data was cleansed by manually mapping each common-name to its
appropriate NCBI taxonomic name. The manually-generated mapping file was similarly
used as input to an automated data cleansing script during data transformation. The
NCBI taxonomic identifier number was also captured during this step, in order to
create the canonical Identifiers.org taxon ID URI for these widely shared entities.
B. PHI Base - Data Transformation
Data transformation was accomplished by a bespoke Java-based application. The
application utilizes an XML DOM parser to consume the PHI-Base XML. Conversion to
RDF involved two phases, as follows:
i. Data Harmonization and mapping
 Scientific names: Host and pathogen species (often identified by their common
names in PHI-Base) are mapped to their binomial scientific names using a
manually-generated mapping file. From this, we can further determine the
taxon ID (at least to the genus level). PHI-Base records sometimes include strain
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information, however this information is not used (at this step), since many of
these strains will not have an associated taxonomic identifier in the NCBI
taxonomy. It is, however, preserved to become a textual annotation of an
object representing the species at another point in the process. The taxon ID is
then used to generate an Identifiers.org URI which is used for the Organism
model component.
 Mutant phenotypes: PHI-Base phenotypic descriptions are not based on a
controlled vocabulary, and thus have various inconsistencies in, for example,
capitalization and punctuation (e.g.: "Reduced virulence", "reduced virulence").
We found it was not possible to automate the harmonization of these terms
into a controlled vocabulary, and so this vocabulary was created manually by
examining all descriptive fields, determining which ones were identical
(semantically), and creating a controlled vocabulary class for each one. This
became part of the PPIO as extensions of EDAM’s Experimental Measurement
Class, as shown in the Figure 3.3.1. These class URIs were used as the rdf:type
of the Description model component.

Figure 3.3.1. Class hierarchy of the PHI Base mutant phenotypes subclass. After curation and
harmonization of every type of mutant phenotype record contained in the PHI Base entries, they were
added as subclasses of the EDAM Experimental Measurement class.
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 Experimental evidence: Similar to the situation with mutant phenotypes above,
we undertook a manual harmonization of experimental evidence fields and
created ontological classes for each of these in the PPIO ontology. The resulting
URIs were used as the rdf:type for the Protocol model component. The
evidence types we extracted from PHI Base were then added as children of the
EDAM Ontology’s “Evidence” branch, as shown in the Figure 3.3.2.

Figure 3.3.2. Class hierarchy of the PHI Base experimental evidence subclass.

 Cross-reference prefixes: PHI-Base XML includes a "DbType" tag indicating the
source database referred-to by the sequence identifier cross-reference. Where
available, we use this tag to automatically generate an appropriate URI for that
identifier, utilizing the Identifiers.org URI schema. For example, ENTREZ
PROTEIN DbType maps to the http://identifiers.org/ena.embl/ URI prefix. These
URIs

were

connected

to

the

Gene

model

component

using

the

has_unique_identifier property, and each was rdf:typed using the EDAM
ontology,
accession”.

for

example,

http://edamontology.org/data_2907

“Protein
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 Disease URIs: For each disease in PHI-Base we manually looked-up the URI of
the corresponding article in DBPedia, and where such a record existed, this was
used as the identifier of the Disease Name class in our model. In other cases,
we generated a local unique URI for that model entity. We made (limited)
efforts to identify other cross-references, and these are connected to the
model using rdfs:seeAlso properties.

ii. Conversion to RDF
The following steps describe the (automated) process for converting PHI Base data into
RDF:


Each interaction record in the XML was consumed in its entirety, and was
remodeled as RDF following the PPIO ontological model using Apache Jena.



Each model component (e.g. Interaction, Interaction Context, Host Context,
etc.) was assigned a unique URI, which is simply an incremental alphanumerical
identifier.



Each model component was assigned a human-readable label (usually the
model component type, its identifier, a textual value obtained from the PHIBase record, and the “en” XML language tag; for example "Host - Oryza sativa HOST_01757"@en.



Each model component was assigned an rdf:type, with the type being a shared
ontological class from a third-party ontology and/or a class that is defined by
our own PPIO ontology. For example, the Oryza sativa host above is typed using
four external ontology terms: EFO:EFO_0000532 (“host”); SIO:SIO_010415
(“host”); OBO:OBI_0100026 (“organism”); SIO:SIO_010000 (“organism”).

The version of the PHI-Base XML we transformed contained 3341 interaction records,
and this resulted in 827455 RDF triples.
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C. RNAME - Data Transformation
The following steps describe the pipeline for converting the RNAME tabular and image
data

into

RDF

(the

transformation

scripts

are

available

at

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.50496):



Heatmap Images from Chapter 3.1 were uploaded, as a group, to the Zenodo
general-purpose repository, in order to obtain a DOI (and its associated URI) for
the entire output image dataset, as well as stable URLs for each individual
image within that dataset.



The ontologies selected for predicates were the same as those selected for
Semantic PHI-Base, in particular, EDAM, SIO, and UniProt.



Three tabular files were created:
o Yeast Gene ID → Ortholog ID
o Yeast Gene ID → PFAM domain
o Protein Complex → constituent members



RDF files were generated for each protein complex using bespoke Perl scripts
that parsed these tabular files. The Perl scripts did additional lookups on
EnsEMBL, SwissProt and OMA to determine species name and taxonomy
identifier. All such cross-referencing information was represented as an
appropriate Identifiers.org URI, including protein IDs, domain IDs, and taxon
IDs.



Heatmap Image URIs were included in the RDF model by connecting it to the
appropriate Complex URI with the SIO_000205 (is represented by) predicate.



Labels were added to all entities and predicates, as required for FAIR.

Additional triples were added to this file manually to remain compliant with the Data
Catalogue descriptor ontology:
file:Fungal_Orthology_and_Protein_Domains.n3
doi:10.5281/zenodo.50496

rdf:type

rdf:type dcmi:Dataset

dcmi:CatalogRecord

doi:10.5281/zenodo.50496 foaf:primaryTopic
file:Fungal_Orthology_and_Protein_Domains.n3

The final model consisted of approximately 32,000 triples.
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D. Data linking
As described in the Data Transformation phase, we utilize Identifiers.org URIs to
represent entities contained in third-party data resources for both PHI Base and
RNAME data. As such, the resulting transformed is already “linked”, and no additional
linking step is required. Third-party linkages span literature (e.g. PubMed), DNA
Sequence (e.g. EMBL, Fungal Genomes), Protein record (e.g. UniProt), and Orthology
(e.g. OMA) cross-references. By re-using URIs created by third-parties these crossreferences become unambiguous and transparent, and our interoperability with those
resources is enhanced.
E. FAIR aspects of the Data Transformations
With respect to FAIR, the transformation process includes several salient features:
1. Every entity is assigned a globally-unique, resolvable identifier.
2. Attempt to re-use existing identifiers whenever possible.
3. Attempt to reuse existing vocabularies and ontologies to annotate these
entities.
4. Use as many ontologies as possible, even if they are semantically
redundant, enhancing reproducibility.
5. Formally publish any newly-coined vocabulary terms in a well-structured
(FAIR) manner.
6. Label every component with a human-readable label, including the
language of that label.

4. Publication phase
A. Triplestore versus File-based publishing
For Semantic PHI-Base, we wished to provide a resource that had similar accessibility
to the native PHI Base. As such, we decided to publish the RDF transformed data in a
publicly accessible Triplestore. While the selection of a Triplestore technology is not a
relevant consideration with respect to the FAIR Data Principles, we include here a brief
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discussion of our experience because we encountered significant pain-points at this
stage of our project. While these obstacles will likely be short-lived - mostly the result
of ‘bugs’ in the triplestore software - we were nevertheless able to overcome them as
a result of FAIR decisions we made earlier, thus providing an immediate demonstration
of the utility of the FAIR data publishing approach.
Based on our previous experience with small-scale datasets, and the triplestore
evaluations provided by (17), we selected two triplestores to test - BlazeGraph8
(version 1.5.2) because of its ease-of-setup, and Virtuoso (Version 7.2.1.3214pthreads) because it is widely used in life sciences. Unfortunately, in both cases, we
encountered problems with federated queries - a key requirement of our evaluation however these had distinct root-causes. In the case of BlazeGraph, the message sent
from the local BlazeGraph triplestore to the remote triplestore was not compliant with
the SPARQL 1.1 specification, thus all federated queries failed (our bug report appears
to have been entered into their software development workflow as of October, 2015 9
so we anticipate that this problem will not persist). In the case of Virtuoso, while
federated query itself worked, another aspect of SPARQL - the dynamic rewriting of
URIs within a SPARQL query - was not working correctly in our installed version10. URI
rewriting is commonly used in the life sciences to map between organizations that
refer to the same entity in their respective triplestores using different identifiers. For
example:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/Taxon:9606
http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/NCBITAXON/9606 and
http://purl.uniprot.org/taxonomy/9606

all refer to the same concept - the taxonomy entry for Homo sapiens. Clearly, it is
possible to map from one to another by simply changing the portion of the URL
preceding the taxonomy number (9606), however this SPARQL feature was not
functional in the version of Virtuoso used in this study.
Despite this barrier, we chose to continue with Virtuoso, and instead utilize the
synonymous identifier-mapping capabilities of the FAIR Data resource Identifiers.org.
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Examples of using Identifiers.org to achieve federated queries are provided in the
Discussion section.
For the RNAME data, we opted against using a Triplestore at all. The rationale
behind this was twofold. First, we wished to maximize the breadth of our exploration
of FAIR Publishing options, since FAIR itself is not prescriptive about how data should
be published, only about the features it must exhibit once published. Second, we
acknowledge that many biology laboratories will not have the capacity (neither
technical or infrastructural nor fiscal) to establish and maintain a Triplestore, or even a
local file-based Web server, in the long-term. As such, we wished to explore an
alternative FAIR solution that required nothing more than files deposited in a generalpurpose archive. Though there are a number of popular data archival services used by
biologists, we selected Zenodo.
A comparative discussion, detailing the benefits and limitations of each
approach to archival, appears in the concluding sections of this chapter.
B. Constructing a FAIR resolver for the minted PHI Base URLs
As described above, in order to be FAIR, all locally-minted identifiers must resolve to
useful data/metadata that can be read by both humans and machines. Therefore,
since the URI is based on a Web domain owned by our laboratory, it is our
responsibility to create that resolver software.
Since the Semantic PHI-Base data is represented as RDF, which is not
considered a human-readable format, serving this data to both humans and machines
poses a problem. There are a variety of approaches and solutions, with varying degrees
of complexity. On the Web today, this is most commonly achieved through HTTP
content-negotiation; software requests data from a resolver in a machine-readable
format (e.g. RDF), while Web browsers request data from the resolver in a humanreadable format (e.g. HTML). This solution is, in fact, a recommendation from the
“Cool URIs” community of Web architects11. Such redirection-based resolvers are not
difficult to build, but they involve a certain amount of duplication-of-effort since the
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codebase serving humans and the codebase serving machines are (often) independent.
Basic compliance with FAIR-ness can be achieved in a more straightforward manner.
A lightweight solution is to utilize XML Stylesheets to transform Linked Data,
represented as RDF-XML for a machine, into the same data represented as HTML for a
user’s browser. Examples of resources that have successfully adopted this approach
include the transformations of the RDF representing SIO concepts12 and the
transformations applied to the RDF data describing SADI Semantic Web Services 13. For
the purposes of this manuscript, we selected this lightweight approach, and
implemented it in the most simplistic way possible, thus achieving this ostensibly
difficult facet of FAIR-ness with a minimal amount of effort.
The code of our /Resource/ script, which acts as the URL resolver, is as follows:
#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w
use RDF::Query::Client;

my $URI = "http://"

. $ENV{HTTP_HOST} . $ENV{REQUEST_URI};

my $query = RDF::Query::Client->new('DESCRIBE <'.$URI.'>');

my $iterator = $query->execute('http://linkeddata.systems:8890/sparql');
my $xml = $iterator->as_xml;

print "Content-Type: application/xml\n\n";
print '<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>'."\n";
print '<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl"
href="http://linkeddata.systems/styles/phi.xsl" ?>'."\n";

$xml =~ s/\<\?xml.*\>\n//;
print $xml;

The script first constructs the URI of the entity it is being asked to retrieve, using the
path-information in the incoming HTTP request (because the data resides on our own
server, these are identical in this case; however, they need not be). This URI is then
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utilized in a ‘DESCRIBE’ SPARQL query. The result of that query is a small Linked Data
graph centered around the entity of interest. We then express that as RDF-XML, make
a small modification of the XML header (bold text) to include a reference to a
transforming stylesheet (described below), before passing the data back to the user’s
browser.
The stylesheet is similarly straightforward:
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:phi="http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHI/Resource#"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" version="2.0">

<xsl:output method="html" encoding="utf-8" indent="yes"/>
<xsl:variable name="docroot" select="//rdfs:label/../@rdf:about"/>
<xsl:variable name="label" select="//rdfs:label"/>
<xsl:template match="/">
<html>
<head><title><xsl:value-of select="$label"/></title></head>
<body>

<h1>About: <xsl:value-of select="$label"/></h1>
<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[@rdf:about=$docroot]">
<xsl:for-each select="./*">
<xsl:variable name="url" select="./@rdf:resource"></xsl:variable>
<xsl:variable name="content" select="."></xsl:variable>
<h3> <xsl:value-of select="name(.)"/>: </h3>
<p style="text-indent: 50px">
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="$content = ''">
<a href='{$url}'><xsl:value-of select="$url"/></a>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test="not($content = '')">
<xsl:value-of select="$content"/>
</xsl:when>
</xsl:choose>
</p>
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</xsl:for-each>
</xsl:for-each>
</body></html>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

The portion of the stylesheet in bold simply iterates over every triple in the RDF graph
that that has the requested URI as the subject. Property values that are URLs are
transformed into hyperlinks, and all other content is displayed as plain text. Clearly,
this does not result in an aesthetically rich rendering of the information for humans;
however it is completely generic, and this transformation could in principle be
copy/pasted by any RDF-based resource to quickly fulfill this facet of FAIR-ness (“A”)
for both humans and machines.
C. Repository-level FAIR-ness for Semantic PHI-Base
We achieve the “R” facets of FAIR - pertaining to general domain-information, citation
and license/usage metadata - by implementing software created by FAIR Data
“Skunkworks project”14 participants, called the FAIR Accessor. FAIR Accessors are
inspired by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Linked Data Platform (LDP 15)
design principles, and the LDP Container in particular. The Accessor provides a toplevel entry-point for machines to begin exploring the repository - the machineequivalent of a ‘homepage’. The Accessor for PHI-Base is:
http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Metadata

Calling the URL of the Accessor invokes the Perl script called Metadata16 which
responds by providing repository-level metadata, describing - through the use of
ontologies and other domain vocabularies (i.e. compliant with FAIR “I”) - the content
of the repository. It also includes authorship and other citation metadata, in both
human-readable (names) and machine-readable (ORCID Identifier) formats, and
human and machine-parsable license metadata. Importantly, in our implementation of
the Accessor we attempted to also be compliant with both the content and vocabulary
guidelines defined by the W3C Interest Group for Healthcare and Life Science Dataset
Descriptions17. The final list of repository-level metadata facets is shown in Table 3.3:
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Vocabulary (prefix)

Metadata Element

Semantic PHI-Base Value

Dublin Core (dc)

title

Semantic PHI-Base

type

prov:Collection

type

dctypes:Dataset

Resource Description
Framework (rdf)
Resource Description
Framework (rdf)

Darpa Markup

"Dr. Alejandro Rodriguez Gonzalez",

Language (daml)

has-Technical-Lead

"Alejandro Rodriguez Iglesias"

Darpa Markup

has-Principle-

“Dr. Mark Wilkinson",

Language (daml)

Investigator

"Dr. Kim Hammond-Kosack"

authoredBy

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-9699-485X

authoredBy

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-6019-7306

Page

http://linkeddata.systems:8890/sparql

page

http://www.PHI-Base.org/

Dublin Core (dc)

creator

http://www.PHI-Base.org/

Dublin Core (dc)

issued

2015-11-17

Dublin Core (dc)

language

http://lexvo.org/id/iso639-3/eng

Dublin Core (dc)

license

http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-nd4.0

Data Catalogue

identifier

http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHI/Metadata

Provenance Authoring
and Versioning (pav)
Provenance Authoring
and Versioning (pav)

Friend of a Friend
(foaf)

Friend of a Friend
(foaf)

Vocab. (dcat)
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Data Catalogue

keyword

Vocab. (dcat)

Data Catalogue

"pathogenesis", "plant/pathogen interactions",
“genetic database”, “phytopathology”

landingPage

http://www.PHI-Base.org/

Vocab. (dcat)
FAIR Accessor server for the Semantic PHI-Base. This
Data Catalogue

description

Vocab. (dcat)

Data Catalogue

server exposes the plant portion of the Pathogen Host
Interaction database as Linked Data...

language

http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/iso639-1/en

contactPoint

http://biordf.org/DataFairPort/MiscRDF/Wilkinson.rdf

Vocab. (dcat)

Data Catalogue
Vocab. (dcat)

http://wilkinsonlab.info,
Data Catalogue

publisher

Vocab. (dcat)

“Rothamsted Research”,
http://www.rothamsted.ac.uk,
http://www.PHI-Base.org
http://linkeddata.systems/ConceptSchemes/

Data Catalogue

theme

semanticphi_concept_scheme.rdf

Vocab. (dcat)
Table 3.3: Metadata facets and their exemplar values in the repository metadata.

Several of these metadata facets are noteworthy. The dcat:theme facet is intended to
be the keyword list for machines. It is required by the DCAT ontology to have, as its
value, a Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) Concept Scheme18. Resolving
the URL of semanticphi_concept_scheme.rdf returns an RDF document structured
according to the requirements of SKOS, containing a list of domain-relevant external
ontology concepts. Each of these concepts is identified by its URI, as well as its label
and definition, thus again, being readable by both machines and people. The ontology
terms we selected for Semantic PHI-Base were, for example, “Bacterial Infectious
Agent”, “Fungal Infectious Agent”, and “Plant Infectious Disease”. In addition, the page
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itself is formally typed as a “Collection” (from the PROV Ontology) and as a “Dataset”
(from the Dublin Core Types vocabulary). These kinds of type-duplications are not
harmful, but rather are created in an attempt to be comprehensible to as many
automated agents as possible - some of which may know how to respond to only one
or the other of these vocabularies. As stated in the FAIR Reusability principle, “To be
Reusable metadata should have a plurality of accurate and relevant attributes”,
implying that resource providers should endeavour for generosity in their provenance,
rather than minimalism.
Finally, this first interaction with the FAIR Accessor also produces a (possibly
paginated) list of all top-level items in the repository. In the case of PHI-Base, these
top-level items are the individual pathogen/host interactions. The format of this list is
a series of additional newly-minted URLs, which represent meta-records - information
about the individual interaction records in Semantic PHI-Base.
For Semantic PHI-Base we chose to make these meta-record identifiers
resolvable by the same Accessor code as provided the initial landing page. As such, the
URLs of these meta-records have the structure similar to this example:
http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Metadata/INT_00001

where /Metadata is the same script that served as the primary entry-point of the
Accessor. The Accessor script receives this RESTful URL, and extracts the identifier
/INT_00001 from the URLs path. It uses this information to execute a record-specific

SPARQL query against Semantic PHI-Base. It then creates a series of RDF statements
containing record-specific information, and adds this to other preconfigured general
metadata. These together act as the record-level metadata. Finally, two additional
links are generated, utilizing the DCAT ontology vocabulary and structure, that point to
the original record in PHI-Base, explicitly typed as being HTML (for humans), and a link
to the same record in Semantic PHI-Base, explicitly typed as being RDF (for machines).
This package of information is returned to the user or their computational agent, who
then decides which of those two URLs is appropriate to follow in order to retrieve the
PHI-Base data record.
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An example of this record-level metadata is shown below, with the bolded sections
showing the trail leading from the meta-record, through to the retrieval instructions
for the machine-readable and human-readable records.
@prefix

dc11: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .

@prefix

ns0: <http://purl.org/pav/> .

@prefix

void: <http://rdfs.org/ns/void#> .

@prefix

ns1: <http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/projects/DAML/ksl-daml-desc.daml#>

@prefix

dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> .

@prefix

foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .

.

<http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Metadata/INT_00004>
dc11:creator <http://www.PHI-Base.org/> ;
dc11:issued "2015-11-17" ;
dc11:license <http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-nd4.0> ;
dc11:title

"PHI-Base Interaction PHI:PHI:11" ;

ns0:authoredBy <http://orcid.org/0000-0002-6019-7306>, <http://orcid.org/0000-0002-9699-485X> ;
void:inDataset <http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Metadata> ;
ns1:has-Principle-Investigator "Dr. Kim Hammond-Kosack", "Dr. Mark Wilkinson";
ns1:has-Technical-Lead "Alejandro Rodriguez Iglesias", "Dr. Alejandro Rodriguez Gonzalez" ;
dcat:contactPoint <http://biordf.org/DataFairPort/MiscRDF/Wilkinson.rdf> ;
dcat:description "RDF representation of PHI Base Interaction Record PHI:PHI:11" ;
dcat:distribution

<http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Resource/interaction/INT_00004>,
<http://www.PHI-Base.org/query.php?detail=yes&phi_acc=PHI:11> ;

dcat:identifier <http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHI/Metadata> ;
dcat:keyword "PHI Base", "host/pathogen interaction", "pathogenesis" ;
dcat:landingPage <http://www.PHI-Base.org/> ;
dcat:language <http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/iso639-1/en> ;
dcat:license <http://purl.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by-nd4.0> ;
dcat:modified "2015-11-17" ;
dcat:publisher <http://wilkinsonlab.info>, <http://www.PHI-Base.org>, <http://www.rothamsted.ac.uk>, "Rothamsted Research" ;
foaf:page <http://www.PHI-Base.org/> .
<http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Resource/interaction/INT_00004>
dc11:format "application/rdf+xml" ;
a <http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/Dataset>, void:Dataset, dcat:Distribution ;
dcat:downloadURL <http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Resource/interaction/INT_00004> .
<http://www.PHI-Base.org/query.php?detail=yes&phi_acc=PHI:11>
dc11:format "text/html" ;
a <http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/Dataset>, dcat:Distribution ;
dcat:downloadURL <http://www.PHI-Base.org/query.php?detail=yes&phi_acc=PHI:11>.
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While this behavior is, arguably, somewhat complex, our laboratory created
downloadable libraries in Perl that manage most of these behaviors. The required
modules can be installed from CPAN (FAIR::Data), or from the FAIR Data Initiative
GitHub19. Using this codebase, implementation of the Accessor layer primarily involves
setting key/value pairs, where most of the keys are pre-defined. In the case of
Semantic PHI-Base, our implementation of the Accessor required less than one personday, with most of the effort directed to the identification of descriptive ontology terms
for the SKOS model (the value of the dcat:theme metadata facet).
D. Repository-level FAIR-ness for RNAME data
Our aim with the RNAME data publications was to create an entirely static FAIR
repository descriptor, to explore how researchers can publish their data without
access to a dedicated server capable of running a customized Accessor script. To this
end, we first copy/pasted the output from the FAIR Accessor and one of its FAIR Metarecords, and “templatized” these by removing any PHI Base-specific identifiers or
descriptors. The resulting file will be used for search and replace operations in the
following workflow.
The steps we followed to create the Accessor and the meta-records was as
follows (note that references to scripts and output files can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.50496):
1. Reserve a Zenodo DOI


Begin a new deposit, and click the "reserve DOI" button.



The final digits (DDDDD) of the DOI are used in the Zenodo URL
for each file in your deposit as follows:
http://zenodo.org/record/DDDDD/files/YourFileNameHere.extension



In our case, the DOI provided was 10.5281/zenodo.50496

2. Determine the HTTP URL Prefix for files uploaded to that deposit


HTTP URL Prefix for files is:
http://zenodo.org/record/DDDDD/files/

(in our case: http://zenodo.org/record/50496/files)
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3. A bespoke Perl script was written to create the individual metadata
records

for

each

protein

complex.

This

file,

CreateAccessorRecordMetadata.pl, is templatized, and must be
manually edited to represent global metadata features for any given
deposit, including the filename of the RDF dataset, the description of
the data, and the landing page for the project. It then does substitutions
into the templatized version of the FAIR Metarecord (in our case,
RNAME_Metarecord_Template) to generate the RDF representing the
metarecord for each complex in the dataset. This is written to a single
file containing all metarecords, using document fragments to indicate
the individual sub-records within that metarecord file. The RDF it
generates utilizes local file-based SPARQL queries to extract a variety of
information from the raw RDF Dataset, including the URL of the images,
and the name of each complex.

4. CreateAccessorRecordMetadata.pl outputs a list of RDF triples
representing the URLs for each metarecord. These are copy/pasted into
the bottom of the RNAME_Accessor Template - the Repository-level
Accessor, where each triple is part of a “contains” clause, as described
for the PHI Base repository Accessor RDF above.
5. A SKOS concept scheme (RNAME_ConceptScheme.rdf) is generated
manually by ontology lookups using EMBL Ontology Lookup Service.
Subsequently, a simple copy/paste/edit of the SKOS Concept clause is
done for every ontology term you wish to use.
6. The RNAME_Accessor.rdf is manually edited to reflect the necessary
metadata such as the link to the ConceptScheme, the author names and
ORCID numbers, etc.
7. All files are uploaded to the reserved Zenodo repository.
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E. Connecting data publication to metadata publication
While all FAIR principles have already been addressed, there is one additional FAIR
requirement that would make the data itself more compliant with the intent of the
Principles. SPARQL queries over Semantic PHI-Base provide the user with appropriate
responses; however this data lacks provenance information. It would be “more FAIR”
(particularly with respect to “R” - Reusability) if there were a mechanism for retrieving
provenance data from the SPARQL query itself.
One simple, but possibly non-obvious solution is to use the URL of the FAIR
Accessor as the identifier of the named graph containing the PHI-Base RDF within the
triplestore. This, therefore, explicitly connects all data in Semantic PHI-Base with the
identifier of the repository, which itself resolves to comprehensive metadata about the
repository which is suitable for journal citation or other citation purposes. Examples of
such queries are provided in the Results and Discussion section.
The RNAME data was more straightforward, since each protein complex subrecord in the deposit was explicitly linked to the Zenodo upload DOI and Accessor URL,
from which the metadata could be obtained. This relies on a feature of the FAIR
Accessor, that is, it’s symmetry - Both levels of the Accessor refer back-up to their
parent “container”, thus allowing metadata to be discovered based on the in-hand
identifier.

Results and discussion
While the Methods section was structured according to a data publication workflow,
and therefore addressed the FAIR Data Principles in a somewhat piecemeal manner,
this discussion will initially organize itself around the four FAIR Principles. This will
highlight how the overall transformation, and the decisions made at each step,
addresses each of the principles. This discussion will focus on Semantic PHI-Base, since
the static RNAME data publication shares all FAIR features found in the Semantic PHIBase publication.
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Meeting the FAIR Principles
Principle F: Findable
The principle of Findability focuses on the unique and unambiguous identification of all
relevant entities; the rich annotation and description of these entities; the
searchability of those descriptive annotations; and the explicit connection between
metadata and data elements. Semantic PHI-Base addresses each of those points as
follows.
 Identified: The Repository Accessor provides a globally unique identifier for the
Semantic PHI-Base resource overall - its URL. This URL provides access to metaidentifiers for each record within the repository. Going deeper, our core data
model, based on SIO, requires us to create identifiable entities for every data
element, including numerical and text fields. As such, every element of
Semantic PHI-Base is explicitly, unambiguously, and uniquely identified, from
the repository level all the way down to the individual data values within each
record. In the case of locally-defined data elements, the identifiers are a locallyminted URI. In the case of shared concepts, the community-preferred identifier
is selected. In the case of the RNAME data, all URIs were Zenodo-assigned,
including the URIs of the FAIR Accessor files themselves.

 Annotated: Where possible - that is, where such information is available from
PHI-Base - identified entities carry their provenance metadata. For example,
Interaction Context entries carry with them any available Protocol information,
describing how that data came-to-be. While there is little high-granularity
metadata within PHI-Base, our selection of the SIO core model ensures that
there is a place to include such metadata, if it becomes available in the future.
 Searchable: The Repository Accessor URL, and the Accessor’s URLs for each
meta-record, are publicly available by HTTP GET, making all of this repository
and RNAME record metadata accessible to search engines such as Google.
Publication of the data triples in a publicly available SPARQL endpoint allows
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both humans and machines to search for data of interest, and discover the
unique identifier for any record or sub-element within that record.
 Connected: There is a symmetrical link between data and metadata in Semantic
PHI-Base. The metadata provided by the Accessor includes the identifiers of
individual records, along with their formats. Conversely, the named-graph that
contains the records within the SPARQL endpoint utilizes the URI of the
Accessor, allowing both humans and machines to traverse from metadata, to
data, or vice versa, using fully standards-compliant protocols.

Principle A: Accessible
The principle of Accessibility speaks to the ability to retrieve data or metadata based
on its identifier, using an open, free, and universally implementable standardized
protocol. The protocol must support authentication and authorization if necessary, and
the metadata should be accessible ‘indefinitely’, and independently of the data, such
that identifiers can be interpreted/understood even if the data no longer exists. We
address this principle in the following ways:
 Accessibility: Semantic PHI-Base accomplishes most features of FAIR
Accessibility by using URLs to identify all entities. The provision of a Resolver for
all locally-coined URLs ensures that all (meta)data can be accessed using the
open global standard HTTP protocol, including HTTP-level authentication if
necessary.

 Longevity and Independence: We achieve data/metadata independence by
explicitly creating two additional “layers” above the core dataset. The Accessor
provides both repository-and record-level metadata, using identifiers that are
distinct from the identifiers of the data elements themselves (though, as noted
above, there is a symmetrical cross-reference between these). As such, the
metadata for the repository, and the metadata for each core record, will
continue to exist even if the SPARQL endpoint containing the data disappears.
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Principle I: Interoperable
The Interoperability Principle states that (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared,
and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation; that vocabularies
themselves should follow FAIR principles; and that the (meta)data should include
qualified references to other (meta)data. Semantic PHI-Base accomplishes these goals
in the following ways:
 Knowledge Representation Language: Semantic PHI-Base uses two globallyaccepted standards for knowledge representation - syntactic and semantic - in
the form of RDF and OWL respectively. These two technologies are capable of
representing any kind of data or knowledge, in any field of endeavour. They
are, thus, generalized knowledge representation technologies, which are
highly-applicable to our objective of interoperability and integration.

 FAIR Vocabularies: We address this aspect of FAIR-ness in two ways. First, we
make

an

extensive

effort

to

map

all

PHI-Base

concepts

into

vocabularies/ontologies created by others. We limit ourselves to those
ontologies that are published openly, and for which the vocabulary’s concept
identifiers resolve according to FAIR Principles (for example, OBO ontologies
and ontologies from the W3C). Second, when a concept does not map into any
third-party vocabulary, we assign it a novel and globally-unique identifier, and
we publish that concept in a location that can be accessed based on that
identifier, using the standard HTTP protocol (i.e. the PPIO ontology).
 Qualified Cross-referencing: This is achieved largely by our use of RDF, and our
emphasis on providing rich metadata at all levels. RDF, by design, must specify
the purpose or meaning of the link between any two data entities, using a
globally unique concept identifier to express that purpose/meaning. We further
ensure that all of the links utilized by Semantic PHI-Base resolve to a
description of that meaning, using the HTTP protocol, to ensure both human
and machine-readability. We avoid ambiguous cross-reference qualifiers such
as “see also”, preferring more specific descriptive link-descriptors whenever
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possible. Finally, we create a thin software layer that generates a humanreadable, Web-browser-friendly display of this RDF data, to support human
users’ exploration via exactly the same interface as is used by the machine,
reducing redundancy and code-duplication.

Principle R: Reusable
The FAIR Reusability principle requires that meta(data) have a set of accurate and
relevant attributes; provide a clear and accessible data usage license; associate data
and metadata with their provenance; and meet domain-relevant community standards
for data content.
 A plurality of attributes: Every data element in Semantic PHI-Base is explicitly
typed according to its category in our semantic model. Where appropriate,
however, we go further, and provide multiple possible interpretations of the
data element’s type, using a large number of third-party categorization systems
and ontologies. In doing so, we broaden the scope of machine-accessibility by
mapping PHI-Base concepts into multiple, publicly-accepted knowledge
models, each of which may only be understood by a subset of computational
data-collecting agents.

 License and Provenance: At the repository level, we attempt to provide
metadata spanning attributes including license, authorship, citation, contact
information, domain and scope of the repository, and temporal/curatorial
information. This metadata is associated with the data via the namedgraph/Accessor URL. Moreover, we emphasize both the human and machinereadable requirements of FAIR by, for example, utilizing both an author’s name,
and their corresponding ORCID identifier in the form of its HTTP-resolvable
URL. Similarly, with respect to the scope of the repository, we provide thirdparty ontological descriptors in both machine and human-readable form.
 Community-relevant standards: While there are no community-accepted
standards for Pathogen/Host interaction data (such as the “minimal
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information” standards found in other data domains such as microarrays or
proteomics), we nevertheless utilize community-accepted standards at the
dataset descriptor level. For example, our adherence to the W3C Interest
Group for Healthcare and Life Science Dataset Descriptions standard in the
repository-level metadata.

As demonstrated by the detailed discussion above, our publication pipeline addresses,
and in many cases exceeds, all requirements of FAIR-ness. Notably, it addresses these
requirements paying close attention to supporting both human and computationallydriven data exploration.

Beyond being FAIR - added value that results from FAIR data publishing
We now discuss what further added-value is gained by this FAIR transformation. In
particular, given the attention paid to data harmonization, and to the linkage and
interoperability aspects of FAIR-ness, is it now possible to ask questions from this FAIR
dataset that are not possible to ask from the original PHI-Base?
Integrative queries using a global standard - Semantic PHI-Base
Given the attention paid to data harmonization, and to the linkage and interoperability
aspects of FAIR-ness, it is now possible to ask questions from this FAIR dataset that are
not possible to ask from the original PHI-Base. All of the following queries can be
copy/pasted into the SPARQL query box provided by the project20 and the data resides
in its own named graph21. For all queries, the prefixes are:
PREFIX RO: <http://www.obofoundry.org/ro/ro.owl#>
PREFIX SIO: <http://semanticscience.org/resource/>
PREFIX EDAM: <http://edamontology.org/>
PREFIX PHIO: <http://linkeddata.systems/ontologies/SemanticPHIBase#>
PREFIX PUBMED: <http://linkedlifedata.com/resource/pubmed/>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX up: <http://purl.uniprot.org/core/>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
PREFIX schema: <http://schema.org/>
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With increasing complexity, we now demonstrate how to explore the content of
Semantic PHI-Base, and further, how to integrate it with data from other databases on
the Web.
Query 1: Retrieve an overview of the interactions in Semantic PHI-Base.
SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?l
WHERE {
?s a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?s rdfs:label ?l
}

Query 2: What organisms are hosts for Magnaporthe species?
SELECT DISTINCT(str(?species2)) as ?hostspecies
WHERE {
?int a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part1 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part2 .
FILTER(?part1 != ?part2) .
?part1 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism1 .
?organism1 rdfs:label ?species1 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species1, "Magnaporthe")) .
?part2 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism2 .
?organism2 rdfs:label ?species2 .
}
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Query 3: What genes affect Magnaporthe infection, and what are the phenotypic
outcomes from allele variants, organized by host species?
SELECT DISTINCT ?int str(?species1) as ?Pathogen str(?genename) as ?Locus str(?species2) as ?Host
str(?pheno) as ?Phenotype
WHERE {
?int a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part1 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part2 .
FILTER(?part1 != ?part2) .
?part1 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism1 .
?organism1 rdfs:label ?species1 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species1,"Magnaporthe")) .
?part2 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism2 .
?organism2 rdfs:label ?species2 .
?gene PHIO:is_proper_part_of ?organism1 .
?gene PHIO:has_unique_identifier ?geneid .
?geneid a EDAM:data_2299 .
?geneid PHIO:has_value ?genename .
?int PHIO:is_manifested_as ?intcont .
?intcont PHIO:has_quality ?desc .
?desc PHIO:has_value ?pheno .
FILTER(!str(?pheno)= "BASE STATE")
}
ORDER BY ?organism2

An advantage of the semantic representation, and a key reason that we utilized the
Identifiers.org URI scheme in our RDF representation, was to facilitate the dynamic
federation with third-party datasets on the Web. Some examples of federated queries,
utilizing the Identifiers.org cross-reference lookup service, are:
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Query 4: Retrieve images of Magnaporthe host species from UniProt.
SELECT ?hostspecies ?picture
WHERE{
{
SELECT DISTINCT(str(?species2) as ?hostspecies) ?organism2
WHERE {
?int a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part1 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part2 .
FILTER(?part1 != ?part2) .
?part1 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism1 .
?organism1 rdfs:label ?species1 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species1, "Magnaporthe")) .
?part2 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism2 .
?organism2 rdfs:label ?species2 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(str(?organism2), "identifiers.org"))
}
}
SERVICE <http://identifiers.org/services/sparql> {
?organism2 owl:sameAs ?crossref .
FILTER(CONTAINS(str(?crossref),"purl.uniprot"))
}
SERVICE <http://sparql.uniprot.org/sparql> {
OPTIONAL{?crossref foaf:depiction ?picture}
}
}
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Query 5: What are the Gene Ontology annotations of the Magnaporthe genes with
mutant alleles that cause hypervirulence (increased disease causing ability) on the host
plant rice?
SELECT DISTINCT (str(?species1) as ?Pathogen) (str(?genename) as ?Locus) ?protid ?uniprot (str(?species2) as
?Host) (str(?pheno) as ?Phenotype) ?goterm
WHERE {
{
SELECT DISTINCT ?protid ?species1 ?genename ?species2 ?pheno
WHERE {
?int a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part1 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part2 .
FILTER(?part1 != ?part2) .
?part1 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism1 .
?organism1 rdfs:label ?species1 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species1,"Magnaporthe")) .
?part2 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism2 .
?organism2 rdfs:label ?species2 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species2,"Rice")) .
?gene

PHIO:is_proper_part_of ?organism1 .

?gene

PHIO:has_unique_identifier ?geneid .

?geneid a EDAM:data_2299 . # Gene Name
?geneid PHIO:has_value ?genename .
?gene PHIO:has_unique_identifier ?protid .
?protid a EDAM:data_2291 . # UniProt Identifier
?int PHIO:is_manifested_as ?intcont .
?intcont PHIO:has_quality ?desc .
?desc PHIO:has_value ?pheno .
FILTER(CONTAINS(str(?pheno), "Increased virulence"))
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}
}
SERVICE

<http://identifiers.org/services/sparql> {

?protid owl:sameAs ?uniprot .
FILTER(CONTAINS(str(?uniprot), "purl.uniprot"))
}
SERVICE

<http://sparql.uniprot.org/sparql> {

?uniprot up:classifiedWith ?annot .
?annot rdfs:label ?goterm .
?annot a owl:Class .
}
}

Query 6: What are the MeSH terms associated with publications describing
interactions between Magnaporthe and wheat?
select distinct ?intlabel ?pubmed ?meshterm
where {
{select distinct ?pubmed ?intlabel
where {
{select distinct ?pmid ?intlabel
where {
?int a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?int rdfs:label ?intlabel .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part1 .
?int PHIO:has_participant ?part2 .
FILTER(?part1 != ?part2) .
?int PHIO:is_manifested_as ?intcont .
?intcont PHIO:is_output_of ?investigation .
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?investigation schema:citation ?cite .
?cite PHIO:has_unique_identifier ?pmid .
?part1 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism1 .
?organism1

rdfs:label ?species1 .

?part2 PHIO:is_member_of ?organism2 .
?organism2 rdfs:label ?species2 .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species1, "Magnaporthe")) .
FILTER(CONTAINS(?species2, "Wheat")) .
}}
SERVICE <http://identifiers.org/services/sparql> {
?pmid owl:sameAs ?pubmed .
FILTER(CONTAINS(str(?pubmed),"linkedlifedata"))
}
}}
SERVICE <http://linkedlifedata.com/sparql/> {
OPTIONAL {?pubmed PUBMED:meshHeading ?mh .
?mh PUBMED:mesh ?mesh .
?mesh rdfs:label ?meshterm}
}
}

Finally, the location of provenance information for Semantic PHI-Base can be retrieved
by requesting the URL of the named graph. For example in Query 7:
SELECT DISTINCT ?provenance ?s ?l
WHERE {
GRAPH ?provenance {
?s a PHIO:PHIBO_00022 .
?s rdfs:label ?l
}
}
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Visiting the URL that is assigned to the ?provenance variable is the URL of the
repository’s FAIR Accessor, and therefore will return the metadata shown in Table 3.3.
As such, we have fulfilled the requirement of FAIR that full provenance information is
provided with every data-point.
With respect to federated queries, it is also important to note that the semantic
representation facilitates third-party federated queries into Semantic PHI-Base. As
such, it becomes easier for large public repositories to stay updated with the manuallycurated, highly domain-specific data within PHI-Base (3). So while it becomes easier to
enrich the PHI-Base data with third-party information using federated queries, in the
future we anticipate that, for example, the Gene Ontology may use Semantic PHI-Base
to retrieve new protein annotations curated via PHI-Base, or UniProt may use it to
retrieve pathogen-host protein interaction data that have experimentally proven
pathogenicity.
The use of Identifiers.org URLs within the RNAME data would facilitate the
same kinds of integrated queries as demonstrated above. The only additional
requirement is that a FROM clause must be added to the SPARQL query to trigger an
upload of the published RNAME dataset to the SPARQL query engine.

Transparent, yet fine-grained access control
Being FAIR, however, is more than converting the data into RDF format to support
queries. In fact, the FAIR Principles do not require the data to be available for query at
all. The FAIR Principles perspective on data openness speaks only to transparency in
licensing and access procedures, making no statements regarding the openness of
access to the data itself. Therefore, it is useful to point out the significant benefits that
arise from generating and publishing rich metadata, since this additional effort is a
requirement for FAIR data publishing.
One example of a benefit is that it becomes possible to provide informative, yet
fine-grained access control over the data. Although issues of privacy were not
addressed by this work, our FAIR transformation methodology has features that aim to
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support data publishers with privacy concerns, or who hold data with restricted access
such as commercial or pay-for-use data. In such cases, it is the FAIR metadata that
supports findability and reusability. For Semantic PHI-Base, a small piece of software the FAIR Accessor - provided rich metadata describing the general content of the
resource such as the types of pathologies within the records, the range of organisms,
etc. These metadata would enable a user, or their agent, to decide if the database is of
interest to them, given their current task. Moreover, it contains explicit license
information allowing that user/agent to determine their right to access the data, and
the process for requesting this access. Depending on the sensitivity of the data, they
may also provide the second layer of the FAIR Accessor, which issues record-level
metadata which may provide additional information about the nature of the content
of that specific record.
The FAIR Principles hold that you should not assume a specific end-use for your
data, but rather provide sufficient metadata to support a wide range of potentially
unexpected end-uses. The metadata produced by the two levels of the FAIR Accessor
could be used by, for example, project administrators, funding agencies, or third-party
catalogues/registries, who wish to know how many records exist in total, how many
records relate to a specific condition or trait, or other high-level demographic
information. Thus, open provision of FAIR metadata, even in the absence of open data
publication or FAIR transformation, has significant advantages for a wide range of
stakeholders, while giving the provider significant control over what is made public.
The value of this added effort will increase as tools become available that can
effectively crawl, interpret, and index FAIR metadata.

The benefit of FAIR for users and peer data publishers
Data users and other data publishers parties may benefit from this FAIR representation
in three core ways.
First, the FAIR representation and publication of PHI Base and RNAME data
enhances the ability for third-parties to synchronize their data resources. This is
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particularly important for the regularly curated, domain-specific data within PHI-Base.
Moreover, this synchronization can be achieved without the need for a bespoke query
and data extraction tool, as would be required to question the current Web interface
or XML files provided by PHI Base, or the CSV and text files that resulted from the
RNAME bioinformatics analytical pipelines. In the future we anticipate that, for
example, the Gene Ontology may use Semantic PHI-Base to dynamically retrieve new
protein annotations curated by the PHI-Base expert community of biologists, or
UniProt may use it to retrieve pathogen-host protein interaction data that have
experimentally proven pathogenicity.
Second, there is a predictable way of moving from a record, or even a data
component within that record, to relevant metadata that describes: what that data is
about; if there are other similar data records available in the resource; how/if they
may be used, by whom, for what purpose; and how it should be cited. On the Web
today, if this can be done at all, it must be done by visiting the Website of the data
resource, manually exploring that Website to find the license and usage-terms, and
exploring it again to find provider-suggested citation information (if such exists).
Understanding the broader context and content of the entire resource would generally
require reading the cited manuscript. Through the FAIR data publishing approach, this
is addressed by creating symmetrical linkages from repository-level references all the
way down to individual records and their sub-components. This results in a
predictably-structured, machine-traversable path both from top-down, and from
bottom-up, ensuring that data can always be contextualized, even if the URI for a PHI
Base or RNAME data element is encountered in isolation from the published database
itself (i.e, in a third-party database, a blog, a tweet, or an email attachment).
Third, all data elements and sub-elements are named, resolvable, and reusable.
This ensures that not only can data elements always be contextualized, as mentioned
above, but that all data elements can be "bookmarked", and/or referred-to by others.
Thus, third parties can add their own information to any record within Semantic PHIBase or RNAME, without ambiguity, by making statements about the relevant URI;
humans or automated agents exploring that third party data may then look-up these
references in a predictable way.
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Additional observations, considerations, and limitations
While designing the RDF models, in particular the Semantic PHI-Base model, we
specifically looked toward future integration and cross-query of the PHI-Base data with
two specific external information sources - the data in the Plant Pathogen Interaction
Ontology and knowledgebase (18), and the Ortholog Ontology (19). The former is also
modeled on the disease triangle, and contains more details about the mechanisms of
pathogenicity which could be used to construct mechanism-oriented queries via
federation. The latter contains large-scale gene orthology information based on
taxonomy, thus our inclusion of taxonomy nodes in the PHI-Base semantic model will
allow us to begin cross-species queries based on the PHI-Base genetic data.
This enhanced power justifies the effort of not adopting a trivial approach to
RDF conversion. For example, it would have been straightforward to assign every XML
tag in the PHI Base data dump to a novel RDF predicate, then capture the value of that
field as a literal value of that property. This, however, would have resulted in a data
structure that did not meet many of the FAIR objectives - in particular, the objective of
machine-readability and automated integration.
Similarly, the extensive use of ontologies, as required by the FAIR Principles,
has notable benefits particularly for mechanized access. For example, on the Web,
sequence cross-references such as EMBL, UniProt, and RefSeq ID numbers are
generally published as strings of characters that are (usually) hyperlinked. Human
consumers will look at the cross-reference in their Web browser and will know - either
from the layout and/or labels on the Web page, or by experience based on recognizing
the pattern of letters and numbers - which entries correspond to which database. This
is generally not true for machines. When providing machine-readable data, it is
necessary to make all contextual information explicit and transparent. In the Semantic
PHI-Base and RNAME RDF, not only do we represent these sequence cross-references
using the canonical URL from Identifiers.org, but we also use the EDAM ontology to
explicitly indicate what type of identifier that is. For example:
http://identifiers.org/uniprot/P22287 rdf:type

http://edamontology.org/data_3021
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where EDAM:data_3021 is the concept “UniProt Accession”. Thus, there is no
ambiguity, from the perspective of an automated agent, regarding what kind of
identifier is being provided; an agent that has been tasked to retrieve protein entries
corresponding to a certain subset of records, will be able to accomplish this task
without manual intervention, and without attempting to interpret the structure of the
URL itself. Therefore, by attempting to adhere to the spirit of the FAIR data principles as opposed to simply “RDF-izing” the data - the result will be easier for both machines
and humans to discover, reuse and cite, thus enhancing the utility, and the scholarly
impact, of both the repository and the data it contains.
The FAIR publishing approach is emergent, and therefore has some limitations
that often prevent it from being fully exploited. Federated query, for example, requires
that the third-party data also have a semantic representation, and that it is available
on a public SPARQL endpoint, or as a downloadable RDF file. There are still relatively
few bioinformatics databases or annotation resources that have Linked Data
representations (though the critical data providers such as UniProt and EBI are
increasingly publishing their contents in RDF format). In the case of some other
important resources, their content has been transformed and warehoused by third
parties (such as the PubMed RDF provided by Linked Life Data and Bio2RDF). These
warehouses, however, have a variety of weaknesses: they are prone to being out-ofdate, since the conversion of the primary resource into RDF is done on an (often
arbitrary) schedule; they are often hosted by providers with limited resources, and
thus may suffer significant downtime or low quality-of-service; and finally, they are
non-canonical, thus the consumer must trust the provider to have properly converted
the resource, and to have converted the portions that are of interest to the user. As
discussed in the Introduction, we believe that the increasing pressure from funding
agencies and publishers to improve the FAIR-ness of scholarly data will soon solve this
problem, and that increasingly, core bioinformatics resources will be natively
published in formats that are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.
With respect to the RNAME data publication, we noted certain features of the
Zenodo publication environment that complicated FAIR publication. In particular, it
was not obvious how to predict the URL for files uploaded to Zenodo, and a Zenodo
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record cannot be edited once it is submitted. Given that Linked Data files must (by
definition) refer to one another by URL, this is a significant problem. Visual inspection
of the filenames and the repository record suggested that, at this time, the numerical
portion at the end of the Zenodo DOI is used within the URL of the files within that
repository record in order to generate a unique URL for each file. This is, however,
non-standard, and a personal communication with the Zenodo team confirms that
they do not commit to maintaining this behavior in the future. Given the need for
interlinking between RDF data, we would suggest that predictable filenames become a
standardized consideration for all repository owners - as always, without reliable,
stable, and predictable identifiers, we cannot achieve the goals of the Semantic Web!

Conclusion
Achieving a FAIR data ecosystem within the plant sciences allows us to better-serve
our community of researchers, democratizing access for both humans and machines,
and thereby facilitating the large-scale exploration, analysis, and re-use of these
valuable resources. Here we have followed one approach to FAIR publication - the FAIR
Accessor - and shown how it can be implemented as both a static and a dynamic
metadata layer over large RDF data publications. We demonstrate that many FAIR
principles are, in practice, straightforward to implement using off-the-shelf
technologies and standards. Of particular note, Semantic PHI-Base is, to our
knowledge, the first public data repository designed, from the outset, to be fully
compliant with both the letter, and the spirit, of the FAIR data principles.
All tools and code for the Semantic PHI-Base project are available in the project
GitHub22 while the RNAME code is co-published in the same Zenodo repository as the
RNAME dataset. We hope that the outcomes reported here will inspire the thousands
of other life science data resources to begin similar transformations, and that these
guideposts to implementation of the FAIR Data Principles will facilitate them in this
process.
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Online resources
1. http://www.slideshare.net/OpenAccessEC/ten-years-of-open-access-in-the-europeancommission-20062015 (slide 22).

2. http://www.PHI-Base.org/
3. http://www.PHI-Base.org/helpLink.htm#curation
4. http://obofoundry.org/id-policy.html
5. https://zenodo.org/
6. http://identifiers.org/oma.protein/MUCCI07854
7. http://identifiers.org/ensembl.fungi/YPR133C
8. https://www.blazegraph.com/product/
9. https://jira.blazegraph.com/browse/BLZG-1484
10. https://github.com/openlink/virtuoso-opensource/issues/244
11. http://www.w3.org/TR/cooluris/
12. http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_000008.rdf
13. http://biordf.org/cgi-bin/SADI/OpenLifeData2SADI/SADI/omim/omim_vocabulary_Genephenotype_omim_vocabulary_x-flybase (note that this URL will not be converted to HTML by
the Chrome browser)

14. http://www.slideshare.net/markmoby/force11-jddcp-workshop-presentation-43421243
15. http://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/
16. https://github.com/wilkinsonlab/SemanticPHIbase/blob/master/Interface/Perl/Metadata
17. http://www.w3.org/TR/hcls-dataset/
18. http://www.w3.org/2009/08/skos-reference/skos.html
19. https://github.com/FAIRDataInitiative/DataFairPort/tree/master/Libraries/Perl/FAIR
20. http://sparql.linkeddata.systems/sparql
21. http://linkeddata.systems/SemanticPHIBase/Metadata
22. http://github.com/wilkinsonlab/SemanticPHIbase
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4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Protection of global agronomic crops is of paramount importance to meet the food
demand of a constantly-growing world population. Research into plant pathogens tries
to elucidate the molecular basis of pathogen-host interactions and the subsequent
outcomes (1). Once answers are discovered, however, there is an equally critical need
to disseminate this new knowledge in a discoverable and integrable manner, to
maximize the benefit of research investments and to enable re-use of these data for
further discoveries. This thesis, therefore, demonstrates both the discovery of new
biological information - the RNAME analysis - and an approach to knowledge
publication and dissemination that facilitates discovery, and re-use of the data, and its
proper citation - PPIO and the FAIR publication of RNAME and PHI Base.
The results described in the first Results chapter of the thesis represent a
formal in silico evolutionary approach of the conservation status of the fungal
machineries involved in RNA transcription and polyadenylation. By examining the
evolution of the set of protein complexes that take part in these processes at different
levels of the fungal kingdom, we have been able to detect common conservation
patterns between different groups of fungi, as well as determining where the major
differences in terms of complex preservation are. With the ongoing work regarding the
rest of the machineries implicated in RNA processing, we expect to obtain a full
comprehensive biological schema about the RNA metabolism evolutionary processes
in fungi. We have carried out this in silico analysis from both a bioinformatics and
informatics points of view. We first undertook a large scale survey of the components
of key RNA processing machineries in the fungal kingdom. Such a survey has created a
large list of protein and domain orthologs that represent the groundwork for further
analysis. These lists of proteins and domains from 39 fungal species can help to
identify correlations between their evolution history and to understand some of their
biological features such as lifestyle or pathogenicity. From the informatics point of
view, explained in detail in Chapter 3.3, we examined approaches and technologies
that will allow developing such functional correlations easily and with reproducibility,
in order to publish them in a more transparent manner for peer-reviewing, and to
facilitate automated discovery, exploration, and citation of these new results.
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Semantic resources in plant science have existed for some time (2), however,
PPIO is the first ontology-based platform, that we are aware of, that fully represents
the plant disease triangle paradigm, axiomatically capturing the set of elements that
can affect the outcome of plant/pathogen interactions. The automated process of data
filling of PPIO, from Web resources and research data publications, ensures that the
knowledge populating our ontology is, to the greatest degree possible, biologically
accurate and error-free. A near-future objective for this work will be to extract live
environment data - e.g. from sensors - to fill-in the gaps in the disease triangle related
to environmental parameters, and how they affect pathogenesis. We are already
exploring some semantic databases that could be of interest and potentially
automatically connected using, for example, SPARQL queries (3). The final goal of this
ongoing work is to create a platform that, through the combination of explicitly
expressed biological knowledge, dynamically accessed live data, and logical reasoning,
can act as a vital component within a diagnostic system for plant pathogenesis, and
the real-time prediction of epidemic spread.
Achieving a FAIR data ecosystem within the plant sciences allows us to betterserve our community of researchers, democratizing access for both humans and
machines, and thereby facilitating the large-scale exploration, analysis, and re-use of
these valuable resources. Here we have followed one approach to FAIR publication the FAIR Accessor - and shown how it can be implemented as both a static and a
dynamic metadata layer over large RDF data publications. We demonstrate that many
FAIR principles are, in practice, straightforward to implement using off-the-shelf
technologies and standards. Of particular note, Semantic PHI-Base is, to our
knowledge, the first public data repository designed, from the outset, to be fully
compliant with both the letter, and the spirit, of the FAIR data principles.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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1. Regarding the evolution of the RNA transcription and polyadenylation
processing machineries, our results show a complex conservation landscape
within the fungal kingdom. Some protein components are exclusively present
within specific fungal taxons, as it is the case for Med2 and Pgd1 from the
Mediator complex, or the A14 subunit of the RNA Pol I.

2. Microsporidia RNA processing machineries differ from the rest of fungi. Their
machineries lack an important number of participant proteins.
3. The Plant-Pathogen Interactions Ontology (PPIO) constitutes a formal example
of an ontological platform that represents a rich logical description of the plantpathogen knowledge domain, filling a gap in description of pathogenic
interactions that does not significantly overlap with other relevant plant
knowledge resources.
4. The transformation of an existing, non-FAIR plant pathogen resource - PHI Base
- into a FAIR data resource, facilitates the simple discovery, re-use, and
integration of these crucial data using standard off-the-shelf technologies.
5. Publication of data following the FAIR Principles is possible using generalpurpose data repositories such as Zenodo, providing assurance that no new
FAIR-specific publication infrastructure will be necessary to achieve
community-wide FAIRness.
6. General purpose repositories should be more aware of the need for predictable
and stable URIs for everything that will be deposited in their repository; they
should make commitments to a URI structure, prior to publication, such that
FAIR Data can be robustly synthesized.
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Supplementary Figures
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Gene ID
name
RNA polymerases common subunits
YBR154C
YPR187W
YOR224C
YOR210W
YHR143W-A
YPR110C
YNL113W

Rpb5
Rpb6
Rpb8
Rpb10
Rpb12/Rpc10
Rpc40
Rpc19

RNA polymerase I subunits
YOR341W
YPR010C
YJR063W
YDR156W
YOR340C
YNL248C
YJL148W

Rpa190
Rpa135
Rpa12
Rpa14
Rpa43
Rpa49
Rpa34.5

RNA polymerase II subunits
YDL140C
YOR151C
YIL021W
YOL005C
YGL070C
YDR404C
YJL140W

Rpb1/Rpo21
Rpb2
Rpb3
Rpb11
Rpb9
Rpb7
Rpb4

RNA polymerase III subunits
YOR116C
YOR207C
YDR045C
YJL011C
YKL144C
YKR025W
YDL150W
YPR190C
YNL151C
YNR003C

Rpc160
Rpc128
Rpc11
Rpc17
Rpc25
Rpc37
Rpc53
Rpc82
Rpc31
Rpc34

Gene ID
name
Transcription Factor I
holoenzyme
YJL025W
YBL014C
YML043C
YKL125W
YOR295W

Rrn7
Rrn6
Rrn11
Rrn3
UAF

Transcription Factor II
holoenzyme
YPR086W
YKL028W
YKR062W
YGR186W
YGR005C
YDL108W
YPL122C
YDR460W
YDR311W
YPR056W
YLR005W
YIL143C
YDR079C-A
YOR194C
YKL058W
YCR042C
YML098W
YMR227C
YGR274C
YPL129W
YER148W

Sua7
Tfa1
Tfa2
Tfg1
Tfg2
Kin28
Tfb2
Tfb3
Tfb1
Tfb4
Ssl1
Ssl2
Tfb5
Toa1
Toa2
Taf2
Taf13
Taf7
Taf1
Taf14
Spt15/Tbp1/Btf1

Transcription Factor III
holoenzyme
YOR110W
YNL039W
YGR047C
YBR123C
YGR246C
YPR186C

Tfc7
Bdp1
Tfc4
Tfc1
Brf1
Pzf1
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Gene ID
name
Mediator Complex
YBL093C
YNR010W
YGL025C
YBR253W
YOL135C
YCR081W
YHR058C
YDL005C
YDR308C
YMR112C
YHR041C
YGL127C
YER022W
YLR071C
YPR168W
YGL151W
YOL051W
YNL236W
YPR070W
YGR104C
YOR174W
YBR193C

Rox3
Cse2
Pgd1
Srb6
Med7
Srb8
Med6
Med2
Srb7
Med11
Srb2
Soh1
Srb4
Rgr1
Nut2
Nut1
Med15
Med16
Med1
Med18
Med4
Med8

Gene ID
name
Transcription termination
YNL251C
YPL190C
YLR430W
YOR048C

Nrd1
Nab3
Sen1
Rat1

Gene ID
name
SAGA Complex
YGR252W
YDR448W
YDR176W
YMR223W
YBR111W-A
YPL047W
YGL066W
YDR392W
YLR055C
YHR099W
YBR081C
YOL148C
YDR167W
YMR236W
YGL112C
YDR145W
YBR198C
YER164W
YPL254W
YCL010C

Gcn5
Ada2
Ada3
Ubp8
Sus1
Sgf11
Sgf73
Spt3
Spt8
Tra1
Spt7
Spt20
Taf10
Taf9
Taf6
Taf12
Taf5
Chd1
Hfi1
Sgf29

Gene ID
name
Ccr4-not Complex
YAL021C
YCR093W
YDL165W
YDR252W
YER068W
YGR134W
YIL038C
YNL288W
YNR052C
YPR072W

Ccr4
Cdc39
Cdc36
Btt1
Mot2
Caf130
Not3
Caf40
Pop2
Not5

Supplementary Figure S1a. List of transcription participating proteins used in this thesis. Gene IDs correspond to
the Ensembl Fungi identifiers.
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S.cerevisiae gene ID

M.oryzae gene ID

name

Cleavage Factor I A/B
YOR250C
YDR228C
YMR061W
YGL044C
YOL123W

MGG_08804
MGG_08573
MGG_03265
MGG_09885
MGG_06881

Clp1
Pcf11
Rna14
Rna15
Hrp1

Cleavage and Polyadenylation Factor
YER133W
YKR002W
YNL317W
YPR107C
YJR093C
YLR115W
YAL043C
YDR301W
YLR277C

MGG_10195
MGG_06313
MGG_05325
MGG_00680
MGG_14293
MGG_06570
MGG_10820
MGG_00739
MGG_01804

Glc7
Pap1
Pfs2
Yth1
Fip1
Ydh1
Pta1
Yhh1
Ysh1

Other Poly(A) related proteins
--YER165W
--

MGG_02741
MGG_01676
MGG_09505
MGG_07252

Rbp35
CFIf25
Pab1
Pab2

Supplementary Figure S1b. List of polyadenylation participating proteins used in this thesis. Gene IDs correspond
to the Ensembl Fungi identifiers.
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a.

b.

c.

Supplementary Figure S2. An entity/relationship diagram showing a simplified ontological model of core OWL classes.
The three panels are color-coded such that entities shared between panels can be easily identified. a) Panel A includes the
core class - Interaction - and its primary participants of Host and Pathogen (green). The Interaction is manifested in both a
wild type (red) and mutant (lavender) form of the Interaction Context OWL class. The elaboration of the wild type
Interaction Context is also shown in panel A (red). b) Panel B shows the overall structure of the mutant Interaction Context
node (lavender), including the phenotypic Description, experimental Protocol, and Citation information. Interaction Context
is connected to a Host Context and a Pathogen Context, of which only the Pathogen Context (blue) is populated with useful
information. c) Panel C shows the overall structure of the Pathogen Context class, which primarily connects to genetic
information via an Allele class (representing the allele carried by that pathogen in that context). An Allele is linked to a
Gene, which is extensively annotated into remote databases via has unique identifier properties, the values of which are,
whenever possible, the Identifiers.org URL corresponding to that data-type in a remote database such as UniProt or EMBL.
Finally, the Gene class links back to the Organism class (black), shared with panel A. Of importance is the fact that all "data"
- that is, everything that is a value, rather than an entity, is connected to the model using the SIO property has value.
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?x:CLASS,
?y:INDIVIDUAL = create(?x.RENDERING)
SELECT ?x SubClassOf NCBITaxon_1
WHERE ?x != Nothing, ?x != Thing
BEGIN
ADD ?y Type ?x
END;
?x:CLASS,
?y:INDIVIDUAL = create(?x.RENDERING)
SELECT ?x SubClassOf PPIO_0000069
WHERE ?x != Nothing, ?x != Thing
BEGIN
ADD ?y Type ?x
END;

Supplementary Figure S3. Syntax of the OPPL scripts to generate the PPIO individuals.
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